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INTRODUCTION

The United States Congress enacted Public Law 92-318, Title IX,

ok4
in 1972.. This law forbids sex discrimination in education. The drah

regulations to implement the law, issued in 1974, require vocational schools

that have discriminated against women to take affirmative action to

redress the balance. %one major step, Steiger, Fink & Kasecoff, Inc.

(SR) with the assistance of the Division of Adult, Vocitional and Tech-

nical Education (DAVIE) of the State of Illinois developed a course of

study that was designed.to orient students to the need for women to seek

vocational training In a wide variety of fields and to provide them with

some of the basic information about roles and responsibilities of men and

women in the labor force. This report describes the systeriatic field

testing and validation of the course of study, Expanding Career Porizons.

The purposes of systematically field testing the course of study,

Expandino Career Horizons, were to provide empirical evidence that it could
*

be used within the standard educational curriculum throughout

and to demonstrate that a variety of students could learn from the mEterials

and would like to work with them. Field testing was conducted by adapting

an evaluation model developed by Fink and Kosecoff.* According ta this

model, the systematic field testing and validation of a course ef study

or set of curriculummaterials like Exoandincl Career Horizons sould pass

through three phases: pilot testing, field testing, and operationzl field

testing. The overall goals of the three phases are to provide valid and

reliable information about the effectiveness of the raterials and to identify

areas for improving them. At the conclusion of field testing, the model

assumes that if materials are used as specified, they will achieve tEir

objectives with their intended audiences.

irTink, A. and Kosecoff, J., An Evaluation Primer, Washington, D.C.:. Capitcl

Publications, 1977.



Pilot testing involves the use of a first-draft-version of a1.1

materials with a relatively small arid select group of learners. The

Primary aim of pilot-testing is to determine whether there are any major

problems in impl Tenting the materials and.whether or not they are general-

ly appropriate for learners. Information about problems and appropriate-

ness is collected relatively informally and reliance is placed on subjective

comments about the materials. Any-"hard" data are obtained-from newly-

developed and untried assessment instruments. The pilot testing of

LoralLILEmulloriml. was constructed with only two high schools and four

,classes.-"The materials were a preliminary version that had been tried

out successfully with one high school class several months before, and

it contained a Teachers' Guide, student materials, and assessment instru-

ments. Designed for use with learners in grades 7-14, the materials pro-

vided five activity-oriented lessons in which students were given a minimum

amount of reading, but were asked to participate in activities like role

playing and a game. The specific objectives of the pilot test materials

were that the student would be able to understand:

1. the meaning of sex stereotyping of'jobs

2. that it is illegal under Federal law to discriminate
by sex in employment

3, the patterns of women's labor force and the
consequences of those patterns

4. the effects of women's participation on the labor force
on standard of living

5. the problems of sex bias in guidance tests

For the pilot test, the assessment instruments consisted of newly-

developed obje,:tives-based achievement tests, a Student Reaction Questionnaire,

and a Teacher s Reaction Ouestionnaire. As a result of pilot testing, a

few .problems in implementing the curriculum and assessment instruments and



with their appropriateness wervidentified. These were corrected

in time for the next phase of the field test.

Field teAing, the second phase of the Fink and Kosecoff model, in-

volves trying c4t all materials with a relatively large.audience of intended

learners. At thi's point, it is Also assumed that any major problems are
,.

known and can be controlled through teacher training and/or by sensitive

interpretations of data that result from the assessment instruments. For

the field tat, Expanding Career Horizons was tried out in four 'high
1

schools mith eigtit classes. The form and objectives of the materials.re-

mained the same as they had been during pilot testing and the dtsessment

instruments received only minor adjustments. As a result of the field

testAO, the curriculum was refined further and the administration procedures

for the objectives-based achievement tests were modified.

Qperational field testing, the thitd phase of the Fink and Kosecoff

field test and validation model, involves trying the materfhls out with a
0

large and varied group of intended learners and using information, colletted

from validated instruments. It is assumed that information obtained from

this field test phase will be used to produce a final and complete set of

materials that are likely to accomplish their objectives. It is further as-

sumed that the only subsequent modifications will be editorial or graphic.

The operational field testing of Expanding,Career Horizbns involvei

the use cf relatively sophis.ticated materials with 7 schools and 11 classes.

.Althoagh the objectives remained the same as they had been during thE

pilot and field tests, lessons had been tightened and students' intere:ts

attended to. Further, the assessment instruments had been subjected to

extensive statistical analyses.
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FIELD TEST PROCEDURES

A four-component field test procedure was devised that involved

selecting schools, teachers, and students, the organization of field test

logfetics, trainin4 teacheA,, andthe conduct of three.;mounds of field

testing and validatiori. At the same time, a series of information col-
,

lection instruments was deqeloped and talidated so that student progress

and attitudes and teachers' reactions could be assessed, and the resulting:.

information used as a,basis for -determining hO'w well the curriculum was

achieving iti objectives.

Selecting Schools

Schools were selected to participate in the field test were

geographically and demographically representative of the State of Illinois,

and serviced the different levels of education (from junior high to com-

munity college) that might benefit from the materials. The startinng point

for school selection was the DAVTE's division of Illinois into six regions

and Cook County. From this, metropolitan and non-metropolitan districts

were identified containing schools at different levels that were inter:sted

in participating in the field test. Table 1 describes the final selec. on

of school districts and schools.



Table I: SC.hool Selection Plan

School District

.

Location Do:mography
4.

Level of Education

v

East S.t. Louis

School District 189
southern Illinois Metropolitan: Junior high school

(Two separate one0c
.

Herrin C:U.
School District 4

southern,Illinois Non-metropolitan High school

Joliet Township _

School District 204
northern Illinoit

.
MetroOolitaff High school :

Mattoon C.U.
School District #2

central Illinois I Non-metropolitan High school

Pekin Community
High School
District 303

central Illinois Metropolitan

r

-Vocational center

ichland Community
College
District 537

central Illinois Metropolitan Community College

Sycamore C.U.
School District 427

northern Illinois Non-metropolitan

.

High school

Township High School
District 214

northein Illinois Metropolitan High school

-8-
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As can be seen iron;/Tabg4, the distribution oCschobls was:

.4b
.

3 schools fecim southern Illinois; 3 schools from northern -

Illinbis; 3 schools from central Illinois

'
mqtropolitan schools; 2 non-metropolitan'schools

5 tligh:tchocilso 2 junior high sC1ools;t1 vocational center;

and 1 community colle

The selection of sthooi distHets was, begun in September, 1976. By

April, 1976, all pakicipating4chools were selected.. -

-k
42Field Test Logistic&

To ensure the Participation of schools and teachers in the field test,
e.

e.variqy of Andividuall %.4ere.contacted and informed of the purposes of the
J.

orbje4., TYpically, one vocational director, onb director of a center,

careerlieducation director', director of guidanc4 district coordinator, or
.

'dan was%tqephOlwd and asked for assistance. These individuals were in-
"11

formed of the purpose of the fiele test, the objectives of the materials,

ahd'the extent of involvement that schools, teachers, and students would

be asked to accept. Further, it was pointed out- that training sessions would

be Old for teadhers to fully acquaint them with,the course of study and

.46%e

the-procedures for collecting end returning field tcit information. .Finej-

ly, an honorarium was offered tp cover the costs of using the courses of

study and participiting in the field tesi. To ensure the standardfption

of_the telephone convelk.ationsv form, whi6 can be found at the end of

this section in Figure 1, was developed as a guide. In addition, 'a letter

was-sent summarizing.the conversation. A sample copy of a typicel letter is

also.giveh at the end of th.s section in Figuie 2.

Approx.imately one week.afte...the origiiial phone conversation, the

-

director was contactec: again for the namd and addroses of teachers'wo
/

. .

would be partialpatlng in the nd tcst. Thp teachers were ttten sent .

44,4

Sr.

"



a letter of introduction to the field test like, the one.also given at the end

of this section in Figure 3.

' There was one exception to the implementation of the field test logistics.

Obtaining the cooperation-of a cOmmunity college was more difficult than

anticipated, and the DAVTE's' special contacts and assistance were required.



Trainin the Teachers

Luandimillmrligrima has been designed to contain all informa-

tion necessary for conducting classes. Teachers are provided with explana-

, tory materials, discussion questifins, and references. Despite this, all-

day workshops were help for teachers in Springfield, Illinois on two separate

occasions in order to ensure that the materials were usable from the tea-

cher's point of view and that they would be used as intended. The two

workshops were held on November 6, 1975 and March 40 1976 just before major

field testing activities.

The Field Test Schedule

There were three rounds of field testing corresponding.to Fink's dnd

Kosecoff's three-stage model.

Round 1 (pilot testing)

Herrin C.U. School District 4

Joliet Township School District 204

Round 2 (field testing)

Herrin C.U. School District 4.

Joliet Township School District 204

Mattoon C.U. School District 2
V

!,ycamore C.U. School District 427

Round 3 (optional field testing)

Herrin C.U. School District 4

Joliet Township School District 204

Township High School District 214

Richland Community College District s37

I-11- "

November, 1975

November, 1975

January, 1976

February, 1976

January, 1975

January, 1976

March/April, 1976

March, 1976

April, 1976

March, 1976



Pokin Community High School Distric. 303 March, 1976

East St. Louis School District 189 April, 1976'

Although there were some revisions in the schedule, such as

when a teacher got ill, took an extra day to teach the lessons, etc., the

teaching schedules were generally adhered to.

It should be noted that Herrin and Joliet participated in all three

roinds of field testing so that the progress of the materials could be monitored

in a single setting just in case there were any 'occurrences that could only be

observed over time. FurtheF, it was anticipated that intensive use of the

materials would facilitate the creation of an atmosphere that encouraged

teachers to be as frank as possible in offering suggestions for improving the

course of study.



Figure 1:

Form for Staillatilinauaus

of Conversations with

Vocational Directors; Director of Career

Education; Director of Secondary Education

1. Name of person to be called:

2. Phone number:

3. Introduce yourself and explain the reason for the phone call, e.g., to

obtain assistance in securing a (high school, junior high school, area

vocational center, community college) to participate in a field test of a

five-lesson course of study called Expanding Career Options. (You should

describe in detail the need for the course, its five oojectives, and the

purpose of field testing.)

4. Explain the importance of obtaining a school in the area (geographical-

demographic or school-level representation). Ask for the name of the school's

hdad.

S. Describe the course as activity-oriented, requiring five consecutive

lessons.

6. Explain the procedures and schedule for teacher training; data collection

(teachers fill out a questionnaire, students are tested and asked for their

, opinions). Point out That all data are confidential and used only for revising

the course.

7. Ask for an introduction to the school's head so tnat when he/she is called

by SFS he/she is prepared.

8. Describe the honorarium procedures (sent only when a school ccmpletes parti

cipation) and ask how the check is to be made out and ,ohere it is to be sent.

9. Inform the perso that a Jtter-wiil describing the con ents-_

of the conversation.

LIST ANY PROBLEMS OR COMMENTS:
-13-

/a



LAn COAST °MCC
6723 TOWNE LANE ROAD
Mar&AN. VIRGINIA 22101

(703) 8214717

STEIGER. FINK AND SMITII. INC.
EDUCATION RESEAR04 AND DEvELOPMENT

October 15, 1975

Mr. William Branvolt
Mattoon County Unified School District
2601 Walnut Avenue
Mattoon, Illinoit 61938

Dear Mr. Branvold:

WEST COAST OFFiCE7

225A 04ELAN PLACE
UDS ANGELES. CA. 993611

C2 I 21 6744C36

Thank you very much for agreeing to help the Division of Vocational
and Technical Education of the Illinois Office of Education and Steiger,
Fink and Smith, Inc., to develop-and field test a five-lesson course of study
called EApanding, Career Options. The course is designed to enable young men
and women to understand:

the meaning of sex stereotyping of jobs
that it is illegal under Federal law to discriminate by sex
in employment

the patterns of women's labor force participation and the
consequences of those patterns

the effects of women's participation in the labor force on family
the problem of sex bias in guidance tests

As I mentioned during our phone conversation of October 15, 1975, a
preliminary version of the course was tried out in Sycamore, Illinois in
Ny, 1975 and the results were favoraole. The Diviscn of Vccational and
Technical Education and teiger, rink and Smith are ncw ready to breacin the
field test to ilclude schools throughout Illinois. We are therefore asking your:4assistance in the field test activiti.

To try out the course, we would like two high scnool teachers of classesthat are "mixed," having boys and girls, and although these classes7tan be in
vocational education, it is not essential, and other subject matters will bewelcome. We are not concerned with the students' grace level since the courseis designed for all 10th, llth, and_12th _graders,

The dates selected for teachinc the course are January 26, 1976 -January 30. 1976. There are five lessons tnat should -Je taught on consecut'.ve
days, totalling about five hours of class time. All course lessons arz self-contained and include a detailed teacners.' guide an.d student materials.



MI

Fig Fe 2, continued:

The Division of Vocational and 'Technical Education and Steiger, Fink
and Smith are extremely grateful for your willingness to assist us in field
testing the course of study. Wa look forward to meeting and working with
you. .

AF:skh

MP.

Sincerely,

Arlene Fink, Ph.D.
Vice President



fAsT atiasT 041u,
6723 TOWNE LANS ROAD
magma. VIRGINIA 22101

(7113) 8214717

4

STEIGER. FINK AND SMITH. INC.
gOLICATION °MAROS Ate OMOP/ASNT

,

Mrs. Barbara Clark
c/o Mt. Richard Burget
Joliet Township High School
District 204
201 East Jefferson
Joliet, Illinois 60432

Dear. Mrs. Clark:

October 27, 1975

VW CW41'06:flat
2254 OtELAN PLAcg

LOS ANGELES CA. 90060
0113) 6744CI36

Thank you very much for helping the Division of Vocational and Tecnnical
Education of the Illinois Office of Education and Steioer, Fink and Smith, Inc.,
to develop and field test a five-lesson course of study called Expandina Cat-eer
Options. As Mr. Burget may have told you, the course is designed to enaole young
men and women to understand:

the meaning of sex sterotyping of jobs
that it is illegal under Federal law to discriminate by sex in

employment
the patterns of women's labor force participation and the consequences

of those patterns
the effects of women's participation in the labor force on family
the problem of sex bias in guidance tests

A preliminary version of course was tried out in Sycamore, Illinois in
May, 1975, and the results were favorable. The Division of Vocational and
Technical Education'and Steiger, Fink and Smith are naa ready to broaden the
field test to'include schools throughout Illinois. We are therefore. seeking your
assistance in the field test activities. These activities will require your
students_to use_ a specially _written set of instructional materials for five
consecutive periods. The materials include eadings, :opics for d7scussion,
exercises and a game. At the conclusion of the lessons, each student will be
given a brief test of achievement ard attitude. Althcrugh the results will be
kept confidential and will only be/used to enrich the tnstructional materials,
you will receive a copy of the results for your class.

To fully acquaint you with t course of study, wra are planning a cre-day
workshop in Springfiel en Novembor 6, 1975. The workshop will be hel,0 at the-
Illinois Office of:Education, 100 North First Street, Them 4NA from 9:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. You will be reimbursed for all travel cczts and receive up tc
$25.00. per day for personal expenses. We will also be-sending you a copy cf 411
the instructional materials to ready in preaparation -for the workshop.

on- 18



Figure 3, continued:

To fully acquaint the teachers with the course's content and procedures,
we will sponsor a training workshop in Sprtngfield on %ovember 6, 1975, The
workshop will take approximately two days (one day for training and one day.for
travel). The teachers will be compensated by us for their tIT.tel, time and
expenses. To acknowledge their and the high school's time and- effort, and to
defray the costs.of a substitute teacher, Steiger, Fink and Smith, Inc., are
prepared to pay an honorarium of $500 at the Completion of field testing.
Field testing is considered complete when Steiger, Fink and Smith, Inc., re-
ceives finished copies of students' and teachers' end-of-course tests and
questionnaires.

We are looking forward to working with you in this effort. If you have
any.questions, please feel free to call me collect at 213-825-4711.

Sincerely,

Arlene Fink, Ph.D.
Vice President
Steiger, Fink and Smith, Inc.

AF:skliv



INFORMATION COLLECTION-INSTRUMENTS

The field testing of a course of study like Expandinq Career Horizons

is dependent on reliable and valid information collection instruments for

data concerning its effectiveness. Some of these measures will be new

and must be developed and validated so that they are sensitive to the

purposes of the curriculum and psychometrically sound, Ideally, a variety

of instruments are to be preferred to any single one. The field test

of Expanding Career Horizons relied on an objectives-based achievement

test, a student reaction questionnaire, a teacher reaction questionnaire,

and 4taff observations.

The Objectives-Based Achievement Test

An objectives-based achievement test is one that is designed to contain

items that are specifically referenced to the purposes and objectives of a

curriculum the purpose of the test is to measure knowledge and achievement.

The development of the achievement test for aandIELCareer Horizons

was guided by the fact that the instrumentation was just one component of

the entire set of materials, and so, to develop a technieally adequate

and instructionally responsive instrument, a decision was made to develop

many test items, but then to.assign them to three relatively short forrs

of a test that would minimize the need to take cg'ss time from instruction

. for testing; A very extensive-analysis of-each -of the-test-items was pTan led

for the purpose of selecting the best ones and finally incorporating them

into two forms - one for a pretest and one for a posttest. To ach4eve

this end, achievement test development involved the generation of items to

measure each of .Expanding Career Horizons' five objectives. These items

were then randomly assigned to one of three forms of the test. The



relationship between objectives and items and the assignment to three forms

of the test is shown on the following pages in Figure 4.

These items were reviewed by a test expert for item-objective con-

gruence, examinee appropriateness, and responsiveness to curriculum purposes

(rather than to reading ability or Oneral intelligence). After the review,

the three forms of the test were organized. The three test forms

were used during Rounds #3 and 02 of the field test, and required

special administration procedures because only 1/3 of the class i'ece4ved

any single test form for either the pretest or the posttest. Thus, a'

student who took pretest A took posttest B; a student who took pretest B

took posttest C; and a student who took pretest C took posttest A. To facili-

tate the teachers' administration task, a guide to the administration of

the pretest and posttest was developed. A copy of the guide appears in

Appendix A.

-19-



Objgctive Code

figure 4:

le Relationghip.Between Objectives, Items,-and Three Forms of the
Achievement Test

Form A Form B

=0. ,:t002004.06,,,

Form C

f-1 Law:
rovisions of legisla,
ion

40000

According to Title VII, men
and women who have the
same job and the same
employer, must be given
all of the following
EXCEPT:

A. similar job titles

B. equal opportunity to
attend training
programs

C. the same benefits

*O. day care centers for
children

According to Title VII,
men and women who have the
same job and the same employ-
er must be giren all of the.
following ELM:

* A. recreational facilities

B. similar eating places

t. the same number of sick
leave days

D. equal working conditions

According to Title VII, men
and women who halve the same
job and the same employer must
be given all of the following
EXCEPT:

a.`

A. the same number of vacation
. days

B. similar recreational
facilities

* C. health insurance

O. equal opportunity for
promotion

:I-2 Law:

'liven situation - identi-
4 illegal activities
ccording to Title VII

22

At the (Barton Steel Mill
the male typists are paid.
$4.00 per hour and the
female typists are paid
$3.85 per hour.

What, if anythingiin the
above situation is illegal
according to current
sex discrimination laws like
Title VII ur thu LIvil Ri9ht
Act?

A. Men and women do not re-
receive equal pay for
the same work.

B. The Steel Mill underpay
4em

-In Jones County,the quail
fications for a police
officer include:

th'e cindidate must be over
510"

the candidate must weigh
more than 150 lbs.

the candidate must be able
shoot a rifle

the candidate must have an
IQ of 110

a

Since more men fit this des-
cript lphan women, Jones
County (isnot bother to

0
C*1

0.00001.111

Martha and John were hired
at the same time for the same job
by the ABC department store.- Both
Martha and John tried for a
promotion. Their boss rated Martha
as a better worker than John.
However, John was offered the
promotion and Martha was not.

. What, if anything, in the above
situation 1 III ej I dLLulAlity to
the current sex discrimination lawi
like Title VII of the Civil Rights
Acts?

23
A4 Martha was hired fripman's

job.

Orb' 0 - .



Figure 4, continued:

Objective Code Form A

:-1 Stereotypes:
!dentifying job sex bias

.=.
-2 Stereotypes,
.dentifying examples
3f sex stereotypes

24

Wanted: School counselor,
must have Masters Dermee
or equivalent; administra-
tive experience desirable
but not necessary; must be
able tn relate to stidents.

Is the above job description
sex stereotyped?

A. Yes, d remdle steruutype

B. Yes, a male steieotype

* C. No, there is no
stereotype..

Forma

Wanted: Salesclerk, for
sporting goods departments
must be familiar with foot-
ball and boxing uniforms
and equipment; must be
friendly and enjoy woiling
with athl9tes.

Is the above job description
sex-s,tereotyped?

A. Yes, a female stereotype

* B. Yes, a male stereotype

C. No, there is no stereo-
type

Form C

Wanted: Manager. of Las Vegas
Motel, 10 units; must be
attractive and have a pleasing
appearance; no heavy.maintenance.

Is the above job description sex-
stereotyped?

* A. Yes, a female stereotype

B. Veg, a marti stpronyypp

C. No, there is no sex-
stereotype

Which of the following state-
ments is the best example
of sex stereotyping?

A. Film producers are
very rich

B. Nurses are motherly

C. Plumbers can usually
drive a truck

D. Mathematicians can
solve multiplication
problems in their head.

#

Which of the followfing

statements is the best
example of sex stereotyping

A. Movie stars are temper-
mental

B. Scientists are.smart

C. Lawyers are argumentative

*D. Judges are fatherly

Which of the following stzltements
is the best exa4iple of sex
stereotyping?

A. Secretaries are stupid

B. Athletes are tall

*C. Firemen are nen

D. College professors are
absent-mIhded.

2.)



Figure .40 eanfintiadt

Objective Code Form A Form B

C. The female typist's job
-firimisclasa4fitid.

4

D. The Steel Mill should
not have both males
and females as typists.

E. Thera is- no illegal sex
discrimination.

101-1 Labor Force Statistics . Compared to the income

men in labor force of families headed by a man%

the income of.families'head-
ed by a woman is

dates even if they met the
qualifications.

What, if anything, in the C.

above situation is illegal
according to the current
sex discrimination laws lik,e

tiaa- VII-of the- -Civil Rights-AD.

Act?

Form C

A. There were tno many
qualifications.

B. An IQ of 110 is not
necessary.

*C. Qualified female appli-
cants were not
interviewed.

D. Most women and some men
who weigh 175 lbs are
too fat.

E. There was no iltegal sex
discrimination.

hired Martha and John
without giving them
a test.

John's-and Martha's work
waz, rated without tf-eir

permission.

-John-waa -of fared-a--- -

promotion, but Martha
was not.

E. There was no illegal sex
discrimination.

/.0

4

4

A. less than one-balf.
the income of a male-headed
family
*B. about one-half the it;ome

of a male-headed family
C. the same as the income

of a male-headed famtlY
D. about twice the income

of a maie-headed family.

Women are what percent of the
the current labor force?

A. less than 25%
*B. 25-50%
C. 50-75%
D. mord than 75%

What is the percentage of
women who work for pay at
some time during their lives?

A. less than 25%
B. 25-50%
C. 50-75%
D. more than 75%



'Objective Code

4

form A

*;.Sslas

Form B

Labor Force Statisti st Which of the followini'ls Compare the Wages in the
likely to be the,loWest pay- job-areas most occupied by
ing job? men to- ages in the job

areas most occ by women.
*A. secretary

*A. The wages in the job---B. foreman
areas most occupied by

C. farmer men are higher.

D. truck driver B. The wages in the job,

.3 Labor Force Statistic
:entration.

28

Which of the following is
NOT one of the job areas most
occupied by men?

A. truckdrivers

B. farmers

* C. salesclerks

D. foremen

V

areas most occupiel by
men-and -4y -women are

about the same.

C. The wages in the job
areas most occupied by
women are higher.

Which of the following is
NOT one of the job areas most
occupied by women?

A. elementary school teache

B. bookkeepers

* C. dress shop owners

D. salesclerks

Form C

Which of the folliwng is
likeiy to be the high211,p4yIng
job?

A. secretary .

bookkeeper

C. elementary school teacher,

* D. foreman

Compare the percent of
working men in different job
areas with the percent of
working women in different
job areas.

*A. A higher percent of working
women than working men are in
a few job areas.

B. About the same percent of
working women and working
men are in different job
areas.

C. A lower percent of working
women than working men are
in a few job areas.

23



figare 4, continued:

Objective Code Form A

Wajes & Cost of Livin

elities of women's job
opportunities

'V-2 Wages & Cost of Livinc

ealities of wamen's job
Iportunities

30

Sam and Martha are marri
I3othhaveteaching degrees in
English. Sam worked in a
museum and Martha worked as
a housewife. When Martha
was 43 years old, Sam died.
Which df the following jobs
is Martha LEAST likely to
find2

A. waitress

* B. teacher

C. secretary

D. salesclerk

Form B

Joan quit college to marry
Frank. for twelve years
Joan did not work until
Frank lost his job. What
kind of job is Joan LEAST
likely to find?

A. taxi driver

B. salesclerk

C. waitress

* D. office manager

. Alice and Steve both have
college degrees in computer
programing and have worked
for the same company. When
they got married Alice quit
her job, but often helped
Steve with his work. After
ten years, Alice and Steve
are getting a divorce. Will

Alice be able to get a job
that pays thq same amount of
money as SteVe's?

A. Probably yes, because it
is hard to find female
programmers.

I
C. They would hire a full-

time housekeeper to
Probably not, because I

Steve has received
take care of their child

salary increases since D. They would send their
Alice quit child to a day care

center

Consider a husband and
wife who both work and would
now like to start a family.
After they have had their
child, which_of the
following events is LEAST
likely to happen?

A. The wife would quit her
job to take care of the
child.

* D. The husband would quit
his job to take care of
the child.

Form C

. Eva has a college degree in
physical science. After being
a housewife 'and not working for
20 years, Eva wanted a career.
What kind ef job is Eva LEAST
likely to find?

A. waitress

B. salesclerk

* C. journalist

D. secretary

Harold and Cathy are both
'well-paid architects. They would
like to start a family. Which of
the following ways of caring for
their child is likely to cost the

,

MOST amount of money?

* A. Harold or Cathy quits work,

B. Harold and Cathy hire a
housekeeper. .

C. Harold's mother takes care
of the child in return for
room and board.

D. Harold and Cathy enroll
their child in nursery school.



ilgure 41 continued:

Objective Code

,f

Form A Form B Form C

t.

C. Probably yes, because
Alice has continued to
work with Steve from
time to time.

D. Probably not, because
most companies do not
approve of divorced
women.

-3 Wages A Cost of Liv-
,g

,:alities of women's job

.4ortunities

32

As soon as she was
grdduated from high school,
Mary got married. While
her children were
young, Mary used to voluntée
some of her time as a social'
worker at the City 'of Mercy.
Which of the following acti-
vities is LEAST likely to
improve Mary's chances of
finding a full-time job as
social worker when her
family is grown?

A. Going back to school to
get a degree in social
work

B. Asking for recommenda-
tions from the City of
Mercy

C. Trying to get some work
experience as a paid
socialvorker

D. Volunteering more time
at the City of Mercy

Paul owns three dress
stores. His wife, JoAnn
raises their family and helps
Paul when needed with the
bookkeeping. What are JoAnn
chances of getting a job as
professional bookkeeper when
her family is grown?

A. Good, JoAnn is getting
lots of experience

* B. Poor, JoAnn has never
held a "real" job.

C. Good, most employers
like women who have
worked in their

husband's business.

D. Poor, JoAnn will prob-
ably help raise the
grandchildren.

....*
Marty is an artist, His wife

Betty is a court steLJgr3pher.
She worked for five years before
began her family. When her
childrefi start school Betty wants
to return to work. What can
Betty do to improve her chances TY
of getting this job?

* A. Practice
stenography at hoTe

B. Watch lV shows about lawyers

C. Read books about law

D. There is nothing Betty can do

33



-Figur cont,.inid.

iv II

V-1 Coping with career
-.-Jidance tests and coun-
clors

.reer guidance tests-
en bias

-2 Coping with career
uidance tests and coun-
elors

reer guidance tests-
em bias

31

Form A Forme Form C

I like to sew my own
clothes. -

yes no

Why is the above statement
from a career guidance test
NOT helpful?

* A. It is directed towards
girls' experiences,

B. It is directed towards
boys' experiences .

C. The statement supposes
knowledge of a parti-
cular skill,

D. There are no problems
with this statement

I like to work on cart,.

yes no

W)Iy is the above statement
from a career guidance test
NOT helpful?

A. The statement is directe
towards girls' experienc

*B. The statement is directe
towards boys' experience

C. The statement supposes
knowledge of a parti-
cular skill.

D. There are no problems
with this statement.

I likelprogramming In Algol
and PL1.

yes no

Why is the above statement
from a career guidance test
NOT helpful?

s A.:The statement is directed
towards uiris'

B. The statement is dirocted
towards boys' experiences.

* C. The statement supposes
knowledge of a particular
skill.

D. There are no problems with
this statement.

What us the best way to
interpret your score on a
career guidance test?

A. You should definitely
NOT try for a career if you
get a low score in a particu-
lar Job.

B. You should definitely
try for a career if you get a
high score in that area. .

*C. You should let the test
suggest careers for which
you are probably suited.

D. You should not pay any
attention to your score. .

A career guidance test can
tell you about

A..your ability

B. types of careers

C. the job market

D. your career interets

What are career guidance tests
supposed to measure?

A. your Job experiences

* B. your career preferences

C. your knowledge of career
opportunities

D. your aptitude for certain
careers



The Student Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire was developed for the purposes of identifying

student reactions to sex stereotyping in the labor force and to the ap-

propriateness and value of the,materials. The questionnaire cast.be found

in Appendix A.

The Teacher's Reaction Queitionnaire

The Teacher's Reaction Questionnaire was deieloped t, determine

how teachers reacted to the student materials; the teacher materials, and

to sex discrimination in the labor force. A copy of the questfonnaire

can be found in Appendix A.

Observations

On-site observations were conducted by the staff for Rounds #2 and
#3. Their purpose was to provide information about the actual use of

the materials in a classroom setting, especially with respect to matters

of procedure and "atmosphere." No special observationlorms were prepared

since the staff were all trained in observation skills and were very

familfar with the curriculum.

a-
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FIELD-TEST ANALYSES

a

For each round of field testing, the following analyses were conducted:
.

A t-test was computed to compare'students' scores on

-tzthe pretest and posttest achievement Measure and responses to the

Students' Reaction Questionnaire (SRQ) were tallied.

A t-test was computed to comp2are male and fernale students'

scores on the achievement posttest and tileir responses on the SRQ were

tallied separately and compared.

An item analysis of the achievement pretest and posttest was

performed to ascertain that these measures could provide reliable

information.

After each raund of field testing, the ahalysis results were used to

revise the curriculum and/or instruments.

On the following pages, the-analysis results and the assoc4ated-re-

visions in the materials for each round of field testing are presented.

Round #1 Analysis Results

The results of the first round of field testing will now be presented

first on a school-by-school basis, and then for the total sample partici-

pating in Round #1.

School-by-Schonl gesults

Classes in two high schools participated in the first round of field

testing as is described in Table 2.



Table 2: Round #1 Partici atino SchoOls

Participating Number of Level-of Geographic DemographySchool Classes Schooling Area

1. Herrin 2 High school southern IL Non-metro-

2

politan

High school northern IL Metropoli-
tan

Herrin High School. There were 44 students at Herrin who took both

the pretest and the posttest achilevement measure. The average score on
A

the pretest was 7.52 (out of a total of 12 points) and the average

score on the posttest was 8.45 (out of 12 points). This difference between

pretest and posttesi scores was statistically significant, indicating that

students did learn as a consequence of their participation in the curriculum.

SRQ questionnaires were completed by 44 students. Of these students,

29 (66%) stated that, in their opinion, sex discrimination in the labor

force is a serious problem. In another question, students were asked if

women should share the responsibility with men for working for pay to sup-

port their families. In response, only one student'itated that women should

not work for pay, 17 (39%) students answered that a woman does not have to

, work for pay unless she wants to, 16 (36%) students responded that a woman

should nrk for pay, but only if the household needs it, and 10 (23%) students

were of an opinion that a woman should always work for pay just like a man.

The majority of students enjoyed Exnandino rarux Horizons. Thirty-

eight (86%) thought the amount of reading was appropriate and thirty-eicht

(86%) agreed that the curriculum was helpful for studcnts like ther7s2Ives.

1111 Students' favorite part of the unit was the fourth li.ssen which madts

of the game. A copy of tlie SRO with a tally of students' respcnses to e?k.h

item follows.

-29- 3S
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Round 1 of Field Test

Student:s Reaction Questionnaire

NIP

This questionnaire is divided into two parts.. The first part

asks-for some background information (about yourself) and for vpur opinions

about sex discrimination in the labor force. The second part asks for

your opinion about the special unit you've been taking in broadening

career options. The information you provide will be us improve the

unitt and make it we useful and interesting.

Herrin High School Nat44School: Teacher:

Grade: Period: Are you: Ma e 7 Female

PART I

1. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in

Which you learned about career opportunities?

(61%) 27 1. No

(25Z) 22 2. Yes

0

_

2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number correspondingto-- ---

"q

the highest level of education achieed by your fatherSand in the

second row (question 2b) your mother. In the third
)

row (question 2c),

check the number corresponding to the highest level oreducation )

, that you expect to aehieve.

1



4 0

-

grade :iome high
school. high p school
(1) school. graduate

(2) (3)

2a your father

211. your mother

2c. yourself in
. the future

1
MIMIIMM11.111.=

0 0

=1111.

(5%) 2

'some college
or other high
school train-
ing

(4)

.1
(16%) 7

\college other don't .

graduate iollege know
(5) advanced (7)

- degree !

(6)

1111PM

(36%) 16 (27%) 22 (1n) 5
wineININNamm ill...



3. bo you plan to Rarry?

(70 3 1. No

(93%) 41 yes

If you answered no, please skip to answer 05.
4. For questions 4a-4d, check the number of most appropriate choice

for yourself and your spouse.

Waging: 4a. Do Alit expect
to wók for

(7%) 3 pay before
marriage?

4b. Do Elu expect
to Wrk for
pay after
marifiR7 o

4c. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for
pay before
marriage?

definitely probably probably definitelynot (1) not (2) yes (3) yes (4)

0

(2%) 1
0111i11111.

4d. Do you expect
your ,spouse
to work for
pay after
marriage? (55) 2

0.11111=11.

0

6

(27%) 22

22

14

6

aN,NMNIimmIlmia

(7%) 3

IMMIMMtalMININ

(27%)
.01www.

(9%) 4 (32!!)
.11.0MINNiaMMM.

(14%)

41011MMOUI.

(14%)
arrisamilimilmmtmm.

(66%) 29
00111

(59%) 26
=11,111111....!

(50%) 22

411INIMENIMI=MMIN

(en) 27

5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem?

(check one)

(7%) 3 A. No, it is not a problem.

(18%) 8 2. Yes, but it is not too serious.

(66%) 29 3. Yes, it is a serious problem.

(9%) 4 4. I'm not sure.

At this moment, r72..., and werzn iwc sc? oT,pr;rtunity to

obtain good, well pzying os?



(Herrin High School)

(92) 4 1. definitely yes

(25%) 12
probably yes

.(41%) 28
3 probably not

(25%) 22
q
..

definitely not

7. Do you think women should share the responsibility with men for

working for pay to support their household? (check one)

(23%) 1 1. Yes, the woman should always work for pay as

well as the man.

(36%) 16 2. Yes, the-woman should work for pay, but only if

the household needs the money.

(39%) 27 3. No, the woman doesn't have to work for pay, unless

she wants to.

(2%) 2 4. No, the woman should not work for pay since her

main responsibility is to the household.

PART II

8. The amount of reading in this unit on career options was:

Missing: (2%) 2
1. too much(n) 2

Missing;
(2%) 2

(86%) 38
2. about right

(7" 3 3. too little

9. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful for students

like yourself?

(48%) 21
1. definitely yes

(39%) 1?
2. probably yes

(7%) 3
3. probably not

(4%) 2
definitely not



41.

(Herrin Hi9h School)

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options.

Give your opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson that

best answers each question in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per

question.

lesson #1 lesson #2 lesson f3 lesson 44 lesson #5
sex stereo- laws pro- labor wages and choosing
typing hibiting force par- the costs .occupations

sex dis- ticipation of living
crimina- of women
tion

10a. Which lesson
did you like
best? (7%) 3 (11%) 5 (57) 2 (64%) 28 (9%) 4

10b. Which lesson
did you like
least?

10c. From which
lessons did
you learn
most?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

.....11,

(14%) 6 (25 ) 22 (14%) 6 (41%) 18 (2%) 2

....meammImolor

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please use this space

for any convents you might have about the unit and/or sex discrimina-

tion.



Joliet High School. There were 53 students at Joliet who took

both the pretest and the posttest achievement measure. The average score

on the pretest was 6.15 and the average score on the posttest was 7.60. This

difference between pretest and posttest scores was statistically significant,

indicating that students did learn as a consequence of their participa-

tion in the curriculum.

SRQ questionnaires were completed by 53 students. Of these students,

20 (38%) stated that, in their opinion, sex discrimination in the labor

force is a serious problem. In another question, students were asked if

women should share the responsibility with men for working for pay to support

their families. In response, 2 (4%) students stated that woman should not work

for pay, 9 (17%) answered that a woman does not have to work for pay unless

she wants to, 26 (49%) students responded that a woman should work for

pay, but only if the household needs it, and 16 (30%) students were of

an opinion that a woman should always work for pay just like a man.

The majority of students enjoyed p_21ExatilliS=2.1211ima. Forty-six

(87%) students thought the amount of reading was appropriate and 50 (941%)

students agreed that the curriculum was helpful for students like themselves.

Students' favorite part of the course was the fourti-, lesson which made

use of the game. A copy of the SRQ with a tally of students' responses

to each item follows.



Round 1 of Field Test

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part

asks for some background information (about yourself) and for your opinions

about sex discrimination in the labor force. The second part asks for

your opinion about the special unit you've been taking in broadening

career options. The information you provide will be used to 'improve the

unit and make it more useful and interesting.

Joliet High School N=53
School: Teacher:

Grade: Period: Are you: Male Female

PART I

1. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in

which you learned about career opportunities?

(24.5%) 13 1. ho

(52.8%) 28 2. Yes

(22.6%) 12 3. Not sure

2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number corresponding to

the highest level of education achieved by your father and in the

second row (question 2b) your mother. In the third row (question ?c),

check the number corresponding to the highest level of education

that you expect to achieve.



Planing:
no 3

CAS

2a. your father

2h. your mother

2c. yourself in
the future

4 "1'

,

grade- some high some college . college other don'tschool, high school or other high graduate college know(1) school graduate school train- (5) advanced (7)(2) (3) ing degree
(4) (6)

1011 Ort . awmt IM
(26.4%) 14 ) 14 (26.4%) 14 (9.4%) 5 (5.7%) 3

V-4



Aftsing:
"We%)

Vg7"

c4.e.

(JoZiet ugh sohool)
3. Do you plan to marry?

(22!) 8 1. No-,

OM 44 2. Yes

If you answered no, please skip to answer #5.
4. For questions 4a-4d, check the number of most appropriate choice

for yourself and your spouse.

Missing: 4a. Do you expect
(9.4%) 5 tO work for

pay before
marriage?

(23.2%) 7

(7.674 4

4b. Do all expect
to work for
pay after
marriage?

4c. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for
pay before
marriage?

4d. Do you expect
ypur spouse
to work for
pay after
marriage?

definitely probably probably definitelynot (1) not (2) . yes (3) yes (4)

0 0 (5.?%) 3 84. 9%) 45
OMIIMB. sem.... makromm...0

(1.9%) 1 (7.6%) 4 (23.2%) 7 (64.2%) 34

(7.6%) 4 (30.2%) 26 (54.7%) 29

(5.7%) 3 (9.4%) 5 (22.6) 6 (52.8) 28-
5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problcm?

(check one)

(5.7%) 3 1. No, it is not a problem.

(35.8% ) 29 2. Yes, but it is not too serious.

(37.7%) 20 3. Yes, it is a serious problem.

(20.8%) 22 4. I'm not sure.

6. At this momert, do r.-en ard Inve ttc-
tc

obtain good, well paying jct;s7



Wict High School)

1. definitely yes

(46.3%) 24
2. probably yes

(35.8%) 29 3. probably not

(5 72) 3 4. definitely not .

7. Do you think women should share the responsibility with men for

working for pay to support their household? (check one)

(30.2%) 26
1. Yes,.the woman should always work for pay as

well as the man.

(49%) 26
2. Yes, the woman should work for pay, but only if

the household needs the money.

OM 9
3. No, the woman doesn't have to work for pay, unless

she wants to.

(3.82) 2 4. No, the woman should not w'ork for pay since ,her

main responsibility is to the household.

PART II

8. The amount of reading in this unit on career options was:

(2.92) 1 1. too much

(86.8%) 46 2. about right

(11.3%) 6 3. too little

Do you think this unit cn career options is helpful for students

like yourself?

(35.8%) 19
I. definitely yEs

(58.5%) 31
2. prod3bly yes

(45'72) 3 3. probably not

0
4. cefin.itoly not



(Joliet Hir4rh School)

10: There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options.

Give your opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson that

best answers each question in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per

question.

10a. Which lesson
did you like
best?

10b. Which lesson
did you like
least?

10c. From which
lessons did
you learn
mostf

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

lesson #1 lesson #2 lesson #3 lesson #4 lesson #5
sex stereo- laws pro- labor wages and cnoosing
typing hibiting force par- the costs occupations

sex dis- ticipation of living
crimina- of women
tion

(18.97) 20 (28.9%) 10 (5.77) 3 (39.6t) 22 (9:41!) 5

3 25 3 21(32.1T) 1? (5.4%) (28.31) (5.7%) (20.8%)

MR.
MmimmI..! 0111Mmallm.MMIMMI.M.

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please use this space

for any ctmments you might have about the unit and/or sex discrimina-

tion.



Total Round #1 Sample Results

In total, 91 students in four different classrooms took the pre and

post achievement tests. The average pretest score was 6.81 and the average

posttest score-was 8.01, a statistically significant gain.

The SRQ was completed by 97 students. Responses to this questionnaire

indicated that students enjoyed the unit and thought it would be beneficial

for other students like themselves. A summaiy of pretest-posttest analyses

for Round #1 is presented in Table 3, followed by students' responses to

each item on the SRQ.



Table # 3: Round 01 Pretest-Posttest Analysis Results

Ta:ple Test Mean Standard Number Correlation Degrees of T-test Probability
Deviation of Cases Freedom .Value

I

Pret:!errin est 7.52
Hion
School Posttest 8.45

$

Ooliet Pretest 6.15
HiQh
School Posttest 7.60

Pretest 6.81

Total

Posttest 8.01

1.92

1.78
44 .41 43 3.07

2.19

2.00
53 .29 56 3.96 .01

2.16

1.94
97 .38 90 5.01 .01

Questionnaires were completed by 97 students. A copy of the SRQ %:dith their responses to each

question follows.

5 1



Round 1 Total Sample

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part

asks for some background information (about yourself) and for your opinions

about sex discrimination in the labor force. The second part asks for

your opinion about the special unit you've been taking in broadening

career options. The information you provide will be used to improve the

unit and make it more useful and interesting.

School: Total Round 1/1 N=97 Teacher:

Grade: Period: Are you: Male Female

PART I

1. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in

which you learned about career opportunities?

(41%) 40 1. No

2. Yes

(19 ) 18 3. Not sure

In the first row (question 2a) check the number corresponding to

the highest level of education achieved by your father and in the

second row (question 2b) your mother. In the third row (question 2c),

check the number corresponding to the highest level of education

that you expect to achieve.
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grade some high some college college other don't
school. high school or other high graduate college Anow
(1) school graduate school train- (5) advanced (7)

(2) (3) ing delree
(4) (6)

your father

your mother

ic. yofirself in

the future

0.1...41.M=Parwa 11..011.. 1..
INOWNINFRIIIMMR. .11111 1111.1.wwRwr.

=111w111.mmlIMEIP

0 0 (26%) 26

11.111111.1.11

(21%) 22

.
(31 ) 30

N.NumMIN.O...mm

(17%) 17

.1.

(6%) 8

43
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ak ing:
111.1 3

1470tal #2)

3. Do you plan to marry?

(9%) 9 1. No

(88%) 85 2. Yes

If you answered no, please skip to answer 6.
4. For questions 4a-4d, check the number of most appropriate choice

for yourself and your spouse.

4a. Do mexpect
to work for
pay before

Missing: marriage?
(5%) 5

(7%) 7

(4N) 4

(5%) 5

4b. Do you expect
to work for
pay after
mariTWF

4c. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for
pay beft7re

marriage?

4d. Do you expect
your snouse
to work for
pay after
marriage?

definitely
not (1)

0

probably
not (2)

0

probably
yes (3)

(16%) 15)(76%)

definitely
yes (4)

74

(1%) 1 ) 7 (20%) 19 (62%) 60
Ofta=ww .mos

1 (8%) 8 (V%) 30 (53 ) 51

(5°;) 5 (11%) 11 (19) 18 (57%) 55

5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a probler?

(check one)

(6 ) C 1. No, it is not a problem.

(28%) 27 2. Yes, but it is not too serious.

(50%) 49 3. Yes, it is a serious prot-11.

(16%) 15 4. I'm not sure.

At this murent, (!() rcn ard *v;r7-77 t". ty *LC
obtin coo:1, ;:aying (1
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Missing:

Missing:

(Total Sample: #2)

(12%) 21 1. definitely yes

(36S) 35 2. orobably yes

(38%) 37 3. probably not

(252) 14 4, definitely not -

7. Do you think women should share the responsibility with men for

working for pay to support their household? (check one)

(27%) 26 1. Yes, the woman should always work for pay as

well as the man.

(43%) 42 2. Yes, the woman should work for pay, but only if

the household needs the money.

(27%) 26
3. No, the woman doesn't have to work for pay, un'ess

she wants to.

(3%) 3 4. No, the woman should not work for pay since her

main responsibility is to thc; household.

PART

8. The amount of reading in this wilt on career options was:

(2%) 2
1. too much

(87%) 84
2. about right

(9%) 9
3. too little

9. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful for students

like yourself?

(41%) 40 1. definitely yes

(50%) 48 2. probably yes

(6%) 6 3. probably not

(2%) 2 4. definittlly rot
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(Total Sample: 112)

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening care2r options.

Give your opinion on these lessons by checking.the lesscn that

best answers each question in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per

question.

lesson 01 lesson #2 lesson #3 lesson 04 lesson #5
sex stereo- laws pro- labor wages and choosing
typing hibiting force par- the costs occupations

sex dis- ticipation of living
crimina- of women
tion

10a. Which lesson
Missing: did you like
(6%) 6 best? (13" )13 (26%) 25 (5%) 5 (51%) 49 (9%) 9

lOb. Which lesson
did you like
least?

(6%) 6

I0c. From which
lessons did
you learn
most? (24%) 23 (IVO 14 (22%) 21 (22°;) 21 (127,) 22

lOd. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

1=i1Reell..m!

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please use this space

for any comments you might have about the unit avid/or sex discrimina-

tion.



Sex Differences'

The average score on the posttest was 7.73 for male students and

8.19 for female students. This difference was not statistically signifi-

cant. However, there does seem to be some difference between sexes on the

IF
SRQ.- For example, 86% of the female students compared to 22% of the male

students definitely expect their spouses to work for pay after marriage.

Further, 66% of the female students and only 35% of the male students be-

lieve that sex discrimination in the labor force is a serious problem.
4

A copy of the SRQ with tallies of responses by sex follows.



Male %/Female%

Round I
SEX COMPARISONS

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questi,onnaire is divided into two parts. The first part

asks for some background information (about yourself) and for your opinions

about sex discrimination in the labor force. The second part asks for

your opinion about the special unit you've been taking in broadening

career options. The information you provide will be used to improve the

unit and make it more useful and interesting. .

Herrin and Joliet
School: Teacher:

Grade: Period: Are you: 211=4° Male N'44 Female

PART I

I. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in

which you learned about career opportunities?

42.W43.2% 1. No

42.5%732.8% 2. Yes

75*/25% 3. Not sure

2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number corresponding to

the highest level of education achieved by your father and in the

second row (question 2b) your mother. In the third row (question 2c)

check the number corresponding to the highest level of ed'cation

that yoL) expect to achieve.
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2a. your father

2b. your mother

2c. yourself in
the future

6.3

grade some high some college college ' other don't
school. high school or other high graduate college know
(1) school graduate school train- (5) advanced (7)

(2) (3) ing degree
(4) (6)

INEMIMMIIMINNIMIN AAAAAAm AimttA IMIMMINE.ROMMINIMIP

1111MMAtt......!

ONI....

7.5%/21.4 25 /11.42 37.5%/34.1% 12.5%/13.6% 0%/9.1%
.11=te....m. tmattmAlammit-ot

W6.8% 202/2.3:

64



(Sex Comparisons: (12)

3. Do you plan tp marry?

1. No

87.5%/86.4% 2. Yes

If you answered no. P lease skip to answer #5.

4. For questions 4a-4d, check the number of most appropriate choice

for yourself and your spouse:

Missing: 4a. Do au expect
20%/6.8%

12.5%/6.82

21"c/6.8%

10%/6.82

definitely probably probably definitelynot (1) not (2) yes (3) yes (4)

to work for
pay before

0/0 0/0 25%/20.5% 73%/72.7%

4b. Do 12u expect

0/2.3% 2%/13.6% 5%/31.8%
0=111

82.5%745.5%
11.110.1Ma

to work for
pay after
marrTiPT

4-. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for
pay before
marriage?

4d. Do you ev.pect
your spouse
to work for

afterpay

marriage?

2.5%/0 17.5%/0 42.6%/20.5% 27.5% 2.7%

12.57,/0 25?;/0
mi.aIlmw,inew

=.1

30%/6.8%

...mommg
5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a proolem?

(check one)

20%/4. 5%

37.5%/20.5%
2. Yes, but it is not too scricus.

1. No, it is not a problem.

3. Yes, it is a serious prcblcm..

2?.5 49.1%
4. I'm not sure.

6. At'this rxrent, (lc 7:n

obtain good, peyrici sjt:?

,7;7:rtun



27.52/2.3% 1. definitely yes

SOS/22.7% 2 probably yet

27.52/47.7% _3e probably not

5z/27.3% 4. definitely not

Do you think women should share the responsibility with men for

working for pay to support their household? (check one)

12.5Z/36.4% 1. Yes, the woman should always work for pay as

well as the man.

45%/36.4% 2. Yes, the woman should work for pay, but only if

the household needs the money.

35%/27.3% 3. No, the woman doesn't have to.work for pay, unless

she wants to.

7. WO 4. No, the woman shpuld not work for pay since her

main responsibilitl is to tne household.

PART 11

8. The amount of read ng in this unit on career options was:

0/2.3%
1. too much

90%/86.6% 2. about right

r

(Sar Comparioons: #2)

20%/4.5% 3. too little

Do You think this unit on career options is helpfu.1 for students

like yourself?

37.5%/607,

50%/43.2n

10-Z/2.3%

2. 5 /2. 3%

1. definitely yes

lirobably yes

3. probably not

4. definite. no

52-



(Sex compaPisons: #1)

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options.

Give your opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson that

best answers each question in 10a-10J. Check just one lesson per

question.

10a. Which lesson
did you like
best?

10b. Which lesson
did you like
least?

10c. From which
lessons did
you learn
most?

10d. From which
leoi did
you learn
the least?

lesson #1 lesson #2 lesson #3, lesson #4
sex stereo- laws pro- labor wages and
tYping hibiting force par- the costs

sex dis- ticipation of living
crimina- of women
tion

.se

lesson #5
choosing
occupations

12.5%/13.6% 20%/9.M 5%/4.5% 45%/61.4% 17.5V2.3%

.=1111Reemea.alm =wromioma. 01...

35 /2Z 4% 10Z/22.7% 20722.7% 22.5/22.7t 7.5%/13.eff

.M.1=.!

11. What changes would you reco=end

.,-
the unit? Please use this ;pace

for any comments you might have about the unit and/or sex discrimina-

ticn.



IteM Analyses

Each of three forms of thp achievement 'measure that was used in f!ound #1 for pre- and post-testing was

analyzed separately. The results are presented in Tables 4-6.

Table #4 Round #1 Item Analysis. Form A

Test Ttem Difficulty Standard
Deviation

Point Biserial
Correlation

Distractors

No Response A

I 0.88 0.32 0.45 0.0 0.0 0.12 0.88 0.0 0.0
P 2 0.62 0.49 0.59 0.0 0.06 .0.62 0.06 0.24 0.0
R 3 0.47 '.0.50 0.39 0.0 0.29 0.12 0.12 0.47 0.0
E 4 0.68 0.47 0.50 0.0 0.68 0.03 0.09 0.12 0.09
1 5 0.47 0.50 0.19 0.0 0.18 0.47 0.26 0.09 0.0
E 6 0.41 0.49 0.46 0.0 0.41 0.09 0.41 0.09 0 9
S 0.88 0.32 0.57 0.0 0.0 0.12 0.88 0.0 0.0
T 8 0.56 0.50 0.33 0.0 0.21 0.56 0.12 0.12 0.0

9 0.65 0.48 0.52 0.0 0.09 0.65 0.21 0.06 0.0
10 0.50 0.50 0.29 0.0 0.18 0.21 0.12 0.50 0.0
11 0.35 0.48 0.40 0.0 0.35 0.C6 0.41 0.18 0.0
12 0.68 0.47 0.52 0.0 0.0 0.26 0.68 0.06 0.0

1 1.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.00 Q.0 0.0
P 2 0.94 0.24 0.40 0.0 0.03 0.94 0.0 0.03 0.0
0 3 0.72 0.45 0.37 0.0 0.16 0.0 0.09 0.72. 0.r
S 4 0.88 0.33 0.53 0.0 0.88 0.8 0.03 0.06 0.03
T 5 . 0.89 0.49 0.51 0.0 0.25 0.59 0.09 0.03 0.0
T 6 0.78 0.41 0.32 0.0 0.78 0.13 0.06 0.03 0.0
E 7 1.00 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.00 0.0 0.0
S 8 0.53 0.50 C.34 0.0 0.09 1.53 0.34 0.0 0.0
T 9 0.72 0.45 0.77 0.0 0.03 0.72 0.22 0.03 0.0

10 0.63 0.48 0.53 0.0 0.13 0.13 0.09 0.63 0.0
11 0.38 0.48 0.40 0.0 0.38 0.0 0.59 0.03 0.0
12 0.53 0.50 0.43 0.0 0.03 0.22 0.53 0.19 0.0



Table.#5 Round #1 Item Analysis, Form B

st Item Difficulty Standard
Deviation

Point Biserial
Correlation

Distractors

No Response A
1 0.48 0.50 0.18 0.0 0.03 0.48 0.48 0.0 0.02 0.58 0.49 0.68 0.0 0.16 0.10 0.13 0.58 0.03 0.61 0.49 0.52 0.0 0.61 0.13 0.03 0.19 0.04 0.71 0.45 0.63 0.0 0.06 0.03 0.71 0.06 0.065 0.58 0.49 0.49 0.0 0.19 0.58 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.68 0.47 0.50 0.0 0.68 0.23 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.32 0.47 0.27 0.0 0.10 0.39 0.32 0.19 0.08 0.77 0.42 0.61 0.0 0.03 0.03 0.16 0.77 0.00.74 0.44 0.46 0.0 0.13 0.74 0.10 0.03 0.010 0.65 0.48 0.47 0.0 0.26 0.65 0.03 0.06 0.011 0.42 0.49 0.08 0.0 0.0 0.42 0.48 0.10 0.012 0.61 0.49 0.30 0.0 0.16 0.23 0.0 0.61 0.0

1 0.71 0.45 0.45 0.0 0.03 0.71 0.26 0.0 0.02 0.74 0.44 0.41 0.0 0.03 0.19 0.0 0.74 0.03 0.61 0.49 0.44 0.0 0.61 0.23 0.0 0.16 0.04 0.81 0.40 0.34 0.0 0.06 0.03 0.81 0.03 0.065 0.71 0.45 0.12 0.0 0.13 0.71 0.06 0.10 0.06 0.97 0.18 0.13 0.0 0.97 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.07 0.55 0.0 0.12 0.0 0.0 0.29 0.55 0.16 0.08 0.84 0.37 0.26 0.0 0.10 0.0 0.06 0.84 0.09 0.71 0.45 0.53 0.0 0.23 0.71 0.03 0.0 0.010 0.52 0.50 0.60 0.0 0.42 0.52 0.0 0.06 0.011 0.52 0.50 0.16 0.0 0.0 0.52 0.48 0.0 0.012 0.55 0.34 0.0 0.26 0.16 0.03 0.55 0.0

ti
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Table #6 Round #1 Item Analysis, Form C

st Item Difficulty Standard
Deviation

Point Biserial
Correlation

Distractors

No Res onse A

-

1 0.39 0.49 o.32 0.0 0.39 0.03 0.55 0.0 0.0
0.86 0.35 0.25 0.0 0.14 0.0 0.86 0.0 0.0

3 0.22 0.42 0.37 0.0 0.06 0.47 0.22 0.25 0.0
4 0.89 0.31 0.54 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.89 0.06
5 0.22 0.42 0.44 0.0 0.08 0.39 0.28 0.22 0.0
6 0.75 0.43 0.42 0.0 0.03 0.08 0.11 0.75 0.0
7 0.22 0.42 0.44 0.0 0.22 0.33 0.42 0.0 0.0
8 0.58 0.49 0.46 0.0 0.17 0.17 0.58 0.08 0.0
9 0.53 0.50 0.64 0.0 0.53 0.19 0.03 0.22 0.0

10 0.89 0.31 0.22 0.0 0.89 0.03 0.03 0.06 0.0
11 0.56 0.50 0.28 0.0 0.08 0.11 0.56 0.17 0.0
12 0.06 0.23 0.17 0.0 0.11 0.06 0.25 0.53 0.0

1 0.50 0.50 0.09 0.0 0.50 0.0 0.50 0.0 0.0
2 0.87 0.34 0.61 0.0 0.03 0.10 0.87 0.0 0.0

0 3 0.17 0.37 0.19 0.0 0.03 0.60 0.17 0.20 0.0
4 0.87 0.34 0.30 0.0 0.07 0.03 0.0 0.87 0.03
5 0.37 0.48 0.26 0.0 0.03 0.27 0.33 0.37 0.0
6 0.57 0.50 0.40 0.0 0.10 0.10 0.23 0.57 0.0
7 0.43 0.50 0.47 0.0 0.43 0.10 0.47 0.0 0.0

3 8 0.70 0.46 0.56 0.0 0.10 0.0 0.70 0.20 0.0
9 0.60 0.49 0.52 0.0 0.60 0.13 0.10 0.17 0.0

10 0.70 0.46 0.06 0.0 0.70 0.0 0.07 0.23 0.0
11 0.83 0.37 0.36 0.0 0.0 0.03 0.83 0.13 0.0
12 0.37 0.48 0.55 0.0 0.0 0.37 0.23 0.33 0.0

...ii



Based on an inspection of the results given in Tables 4-6, it ap-

peared that Form C was somewhat more difficult than Form A or Form B.

This result was confirmed by a comparison of the average scores obtained

by students using each form (see Table 7). As can be seen from Table 7,

students who had Form C received lower scores than the other students.

This occurred for both the pretest and the posttest, and suggested that

revisions were needed to make the tests more comparable.

Table 7: Differences Between Forms A, B, & C

Pretest Posttest

Mean N Mean

Form A 7.26 31 8.62 32

Form B 8.62 28 8.16 31

Form C 6.38 32 7.14 28

Round #1 Revisions

Revisions of Instruments

No problems were noted concerning the SRO by teachers or students.

However, the SFK staff did suggest some revisions affecting Items 2 and 10.

It was thought that Item 2, parts a and b which ask for information about

parents' education might be too personal for some students and, therefore,

were eliminated. Item 10 parts b and d askeo students to name the lesson

they liked the leLst or from which they learned the least. This infor-

mation was not particularly helpful because the fact that a lesson was

"liked least" did not mean that it was not liked, and because the student

'learned from a lesson least" did not ilean the student did not learn. Con-

sequently, items lOb and 10d were alsr eliminated.

The achievement tests were revised in accorcarce with tne original
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plan,to extract from the three test forms two parallel tests that were

psychometeically sound and sensitive to instruction.

Five criteria were used to select the final pre- and posttest items.

They were:

1) Item difficulties. Items could not be too easy (i.e., most stu-

dents answered the item correctly on the pretest) or too hard (i.e., most

students missed the item on the posttest).

2) Sensitivity to instruction. The item must discriminate between

students who benefit from the instruction and those who do not.

3) Item-test consistency. Students who receive a high score on

the test should answer the item correctly (i.e., nigh point-biserial

correlations).

4) Distractor quality. Untutored students must find most distractors

equally plausible.

5, Parallel items. The two forms of the test must be alike in terms

of objectives that they cover and the kinds of items used to measure each

objective.

These criteria were applied to the review of each item on each form of

the achievement test. The results of the review are summarized in Table 8)

and copies of the two new test forms are available in Appendix B.

Table 8: Revision of Achievement Test
Form A Form B Form C

Item # Objective Comments Status Comments Status Comments Status

Sex stereo- Too easy-- Keep OK
typing revise

2 Sex stereo- Too easy-- Keep OK
typing revise

Keep

Keep

Too hard, Drop
inconsis-
tent

:nsensi- Drop
tiv,2 to

.Itstruc-

tlon
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orm

Item # Objective Comments

A orm
Status Comments

orm

Status Comments Status

3 Sex discrim-Fix dis-
ination tractor B
laws

Keep Fix dis- Keep

tractor A

Insensi- Drop
tive to
instruction

4 Sex discrim-OK
ination
laws A

Keep OK Keep Too easy Drop

5 Women in Fix dis-
the labor tractor A
force

Keep Too easy- Keep

revise

Too hard Drop

6 Women in OK
the labor.
force

Keep too easy- Keep
revise

Distractor 'Drop

C insensi-
tive

7

c.

Women in Too easy-
the labor revise
force

Keep Fix dis- Keep

tractor B

Too hard Drop

8 Wages and Insqnsi-
cost of liv-tive to
ing instruction,

distractor C

Drop Too easy- Keep

revise

OK Keep

9 Wages and OK
cost of liv-
ing

Keep Insensitive Drop
to instruc-
tion'

Too hard- Keep
revise

10 Wades and OK
cost of liv-
ing

Keep Fix dis- Keep

tractor A
Insensi- Drop

tive to in-
struction

11 Guidance Too hard,
tests distrac-

tor Co re-
vise

Keep Fix distrac-Keep
tor C

Too easy Drop

a

.12 Guidance Fix dis-
tests tractor D

Keep Insensi- Drop
tive, dis-
tractor A

Too hard, Keep

revise dis-
tracters



Revision of Curriculum

As a result of Round 1, revisions in fumiLTI2Immtoriz('.21 mainly

took place in the Teacher's (wide. These included the following:

1) The preliminary student questionnaire was eliminated.

2) Pretest and posttest instructions and instruments were included

into the Guide.

3) Teachers were advised to emphasize "tasks," not "persons" when giving

the directions for the first exercise.

4) Revisions were made in the court cases: Prince was changed to Jones

Students (rather than tea-

chers) play the role of

the judge

5) The Department of Labor charts were eliminated.
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Round 12 Analysis Results

The results of the second round of field-testing will now be presented,

first on a school-by-school basis, and then for the entire sample par-

ticipating in Round #2.

School-by-School Results

Four high schools participated in the second round of the field test

as described in Table 9.

Table 9: Round #2 Participating Schools

Participating Number of Level of Geographic Demography
School Classes Schooling Prea

1. Herrin

2 Joliet

3. Mattoon

4. Sycamore

2 High School southern Ill. Non-metrqpolitan

2 Hi.h School northern Ill. Metro olitan

2 High School central Ill. Non-metropolitan

2 High School northern Ill. Non-metropolitan

Herrin High School. Sixty-one students at Herrin High School took

both the pre- and post- achievement tests. The average pretest score for

these students was 8.08 points (out of a total of 12 points) and the post-

test score was 8.29 (out of 12 points). difference of .21 points from

pretest to posttest was not statistically significant. %orisignif'hcant

differences were also found for each of the wo classes participating in

Round #2 of the field test from Herrin.

SRQs were completed by 67 students. Of these students, 26 (39) zted
that, in tneir opinion, sex discrimination in the labor force is a serious

problem. In another question, student" were askcd if women should share

the responsibility with men for working for pay to support their families.

In resp.onse, 5 (3%) students stated that women should not work for pay,

20 (3 ) students ans:ered that a vi-,man does not nave to work for pay un-

less she wants to, 28 ( 2Z) students respondeO that a woman shoulci work

7s
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for pay, but only if the household needs it, and 13 (19%) students were

of the opinion that a woman should always work for pay just like a man.

The majority of students enjoyed Expandino Career Horizons. Fifty-

nine (88%) thought that the amount of reading was "about right," and 50

(74%) agreed that the curriculum was "probably" or "definitely" helpful

for students like themselves. Studente favorite part was the fourth lesson

which made use of the game.

A copy of the SRQ with a tally of students' responses to each item follows.

0.
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.Round 2 of Field Test

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part asks far807716 background information (about yourself) ant! for your opinions about sezdisoriminatión in the Labor far&e. The second part asks far your opiniona6out the special unit you've been taking in broadening carver options. TheinPrmation you provide will be used to improve the unit and make it moreusefil and interesting.

School: Rerrin High School N=67
Teacher: Walker and Kunce

Grade: Period: Are you: Male Female

Part I

Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in which you learnedabout carper opportunities?
(58,n)39 1. Po
(22.4%) 15 2. Yes
(17.9%) 22 3. Not sure

2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number cooresponding to the highestlevel of education achieved by vour father and in the second row (question 2b)your mother. In the third row (question 2c), check the number correspondingto the highest level of education that you expect to achleve.

grade so. high some college other don'
school high school college or graduate colle^.e kn%

school graduate other high Vadvanced
school train- degree

(1) (2) (3)

ing

(4) (5) (6) (1

2a. your father

2b..your mother

2c. yourself in
he future

Do you plan to Marry?

(10.'1%) 7 .1, Nn
(89.6%) CU 2. Yes

41.0.011Me

411E=1111110 NWT 00.1. .Peeofteee. 111111.11

4 Z6 26 7

(38.8)

If you answered no, please stp co ca=aston-75.

en 1 eemween. fteet.ege eseeeeeleIl

emele

4 5
(6.0) 7.5Z)
emellIelisleeet

ememeneedle

amme, ...emeftrie



(Herrin, i/2

4. For questinn 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate choice foryourself and your spouse.

Inapplicable 4a. Do ,y_t_lti expect
or mi.-Riling : to work for
(20.450 7 pay before_,

marriage?
-

(10.4%)

(10.4%0

.er

4b. Do yaexpect
to work for
pay after
marri agT?

4c. Do you expect
your spouse
to wzd.k for
pay before
marriage?

4d. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for
pay after
marriage?

definitely probably probably definitely
not not nat yes

(1) (2) (3) (4)

1

(1.5%)

2
(1. 5%)

9

(13.4%)

50

(74.6%)

1

(1.5%)

24

(20.9%).0
44

( 6 5. 7%)
11111

2 C 23 29

(3.0%) (9.0%) (34.3%) (43.3%)

1 7 . 18 34

_.

(1.5%) (20.42) (26.9!:) (50.7Z)
aMOPPNI.MIMI =1111 ainoVmorm

5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem? (61c:ck one)

1. No, it is not a problem.(52.2),
Yes, but it is not too serious.

(38."'"----73. Yes, it is a serious problem
(3") 2 ---1-4. I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, do men and women h:Ne the same opportnnity to obtain socd, wellpaying jobs?

(7.6%) 5
1. definitely yes(35.8%)24

-----2. probably yes
(43.3%)29"----3. probably not

4. definitoly not

7 pc %nl think women should share the rosponsiblity with men for wor in-pay to support their nousenold? (check one)

(7. 5%) 5 1. Yes, the WC-3';i 'Af-Y '..0^°r. Cr)! ac(35.8%)
un.:9

r-Aci
(4.3°,z) 2J 3. 'Noiran z novt: yor.,7 for .D3y, urf.css s t-2 want: tc.(13.4%) 4. No, wc1 -crK 7-or pay slrie !",Cr cr resrons-

Oility is to thc

-f4- 81
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therrin, #2)

Part 11

8. The amount of reading in this unit on career optioils was:

Ang: ( 6.0%) 4 1. too much \

/ (1.5% ) (88.0%) 59-2. about riet
( 4.5%) 3. 3. too littit

9. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?

(28.4r) 19 I. definitely yes
(46.3%) 31 2. probably yes
(29.4%) 13 3. probably not
( 6.0%) 4-----4. definitely not

Ageing:
3 (4.5%)

110

2 (3.0%)

10. There were five lessons in.this unit on broadening career options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson that best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per question.

lesson #1 lesson #2 lesSon #3 lesston #4 lesson #5sex stereo- laws pro- labor force wages lnd choosingtyping hibiting participle- the costs occupations
sex discrim- tion of of living
ination women

10a. Which lesson
did you like
the best? (9.0%) 6

10b. Which lesson
did you like
the least?

(13.4%) 9 (6.0%) 4 (53.7%) 36 (13.42) 9

10c. From which
lesson did
you learn
the most? (11.9%) 8 (32.8%) 22 (23.9%) 16 (23.97Q) 16 (4.5!!) 3

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

.11. What chances would you recommend in the unit? Please use this spice for anycomments you might have about the un;t amVor c.isdrhaeion.



Joliet High School. There were 38 students at Joliet High School

who took both the pretest and the posttest. Out of a possible 12 points,

the average pretest score was 6.45 points and the average posttest score

was 6.55 points. This difference was not statistically iignificant. Non-

significant differences between pretest and posttest were also found for

both classess participating in Round #2 of the field test from Joliet.

SRQs were completed by 38 students. Of these students, 12 (32%)

stated that, in their opinion, sex discrimination in the labor force is a

serious problem. In response to another question, 20 (53%) students

agreed that men and women have the same opportunity to obtain good, well-

paying jobs.

The majority of the students enjoyed Expandino Career Horizons.

Twenty-four (63%) thought that the amount of reading was "about right"

and 32 (84%) students indicated that the curriculum was "definitely" or

40 "probably" helpful for students like tnemselves. Finally, students seemed

to enjoy all five lessons equally well.

k copy of the SRQ with a tally of students' responses to eacn item

follows.

66-



Round 2 of Field Test

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part asks far
some background infarmation (about yourself) and for your opinions about sex
discrimination in the Labor farce. The second part asks for your opinion
about the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. The
information you provide will be used to improve the unit and make it more
useful and interesting.

School: Joliet N=38 Teacher: Clark & Hoimqui

Grade: Period: Are you: Male Female

Part I

I. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in which you learned
.about career opportunities?

(44.7%) 17 1. No
(50.0%) 19 2. Yes
5.3%) 7-3. Not sure

2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number cooresponding to the highest
level of education achieved by your father and in VT second row (question 2b)
your mother. In the third i-ow (question 2c), check zhe number corresponding
to the highest level of education that yoii expect to achieve.,

grade . some high some college other don
school high school college or graduate college knoy

school graduate other high advanced
school train- degree
ing

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
2

iftssing:

1 (2.6%)

2a. your father

2b. your mother

2c. yourself in
the future

=1.101. =Mr 41.1111111.0 10.....! .1.11111..M. .sima=.

(7.9N) 3 (26.3Z) 10 (39.5) 15 (7.3%) 3 (10.5) 4
ANWIlle111 1e.e ami 3 )

3. Do you plan to marry?

(20.5%) 4 1. No

(89.5c,4) 34 2. Yes

If you answered no, please s'cio to gJcsticn-F5.

-67-



tJoliet, #2)

4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate choice foryourself and your spouse.

definitely probably probably definitely
hot not not yes

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Ikappiicable 0. Do you expect
or missing: to work for

2 (5.3%) pay before
marriage? -0- (28.4%) 7 76.3%) 29

2 (5.3%) 4b. Do Ellexpect
.to work for
pay after
marriage?

.2 (5.3%) 4c. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for
pay before
marriage?

2 (5.3%) 4d. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for
pay after
marriage?

-0- (5.3%, 2 (30.0%) 11 (60.5%) 23

(5.3%) 2 (5,3T) 2 (39.5!) 15 (d4.7%) 17
M~4111.PPIR MI1 ON11 iSINIO.111

(5.3%) 2 (13.2%) 5 (23.4%) 9 (52.6%) 20,0 &IMF( 11.411!

5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem? (check one)

(2.6%) 1 i. No, it is not a problem.
(47.4%)28 2. Yes, but it is not too serious.
(31,6%)22 3. Yes, it is a serious problem.
(15.8%) 6 4. I'm not sure.

6. At th4 moment, do men and women have Lne ;ame opportunity to obtain good, wellpaying jobs?

(5.3%) 1. definitely yes
(47.4%)18 2. probah4 yes
(36.8%)14 3. probably not
(20.52) 4 4. definitely not

4

7. Do you think women should share tho rionsity with m n for working forpay to supportftheir household? (cneok ore)

(10.5%) 4 1. Yes, the ,1-r-n sh- 1,2 21. ys 1,!ork fe- 75 1-.(47.4%)28------- v. 7)

hoo'
(34.2!)20 3. t.r2 ,P%sn't -,ave to work for p:ly, unless sne t:.(7.9%) 3-4. No, the woman shoulc not work for pay since her main rensi-

bility is to the ncusenold.
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Part II

S. The amount of reading in this unit on career options was:

-0- 1. too much
(es,2i) 24 2. about right
(38.81) 24---"P-1 too little

9. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful fur students likeyourself?

(Joliet, a)

(39.5%) 15 1. definitely yes
(44.7%) 1/-----2. probably yes
(23.2%) e"----3. probably not
( 2.6%) 2 4. definitely not

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening carver options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson tkat best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per quespcn.

Missing:
2 (2.6%)

. 2 (2.61)

lesson 01 lesson #2
sex stereo- laws pro-
typing hi5iting

sex discrim-
ination

10a. Which.Iesson
did you like
the best? (18.4%) 7 (21.0%) 8

10b. Which leuon
did you like
the least?

10c. From which-
lesson did
you learn
the most?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

(7.9%) 3

lesson #3
labor force
participa-
tion of
women

(7.9%) 3

OR

lesson #4 lesson #5
wages and choosing
the costs occupatiens
of living

(22.0%) 8 (30.0%) 22

(31.6%) 12 (30.0%) 11 (13.2%) 6 (1:.J!')

=en

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please us? this space fcr anycomments you might nave about the unit and/or sex discrimination.
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Mattoon High School. There wire 30 students at Mattoon High School

who took both the pre- and post-achievement test. Out of a possible 12

points, the average pretest score was 6.67 and the average posttest score

was 7.90. The difference between the pretest and posttest scores was sta-

tistically stgnificant, indicating that students did learn as a conse-

quence of their participation in the curriculum.

SRQs were completed by 30 students. Of these students, 14 (47%)

stated that, in their opinion, sex discrimination in the labor force is a

"serious" problem. Nine (30%) students agreed that men and women have the

same opportunity to obtain good, well-paying jobs, while 21 (70%) students

disagreed.

The majority of students enjoyed Txpandin9 Career Horizom. Twenty-

seven (90%) thought that the amount of reading was appropriate and 30 (100%)

agreed that the curriculum was helpful for students like themselves.

Students' favorite part was the fourth lesson which involved the game.

A copy of the SRQ with a tally of students' responses follows.



-Round 2 of Field Teit

Student's kaction Questionnaire

2

This questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part ash far
some background information (about yourself) and for your opinions about sex
discrimination in the labor farce. The second part asks far youi opinion
about the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. Theinformation you provide will be used to improve the unit andmake it moreuseAl. and interesting.

Mhttoon 11150 Milam& HendersonSchool: Teacher:

Grade; Period: Are you: Male Female

Part X

1. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in which you learned-about career ooportunities?
(MO%) 9 '1. No
(63.3%) YY----2. yes

( 6.7%) 2 3. Not.sure

2. In the first row (quection 2a) check the number cooresponding to the highest
level of education achieved by your father and in the second row (question 2b)
your mother. In the third row (question 2c), check the number correspondingto the highest level of education that you expect to achieve.

"Missing:
2a. your father

2b. your mother

2 (3. 3%)
2c. yourself in

the future

3. Do you plan to marry?

(6. 7%) 2 1. No
(92. 3%) 28 2. Yes

IL

grade some_ _same_ _other_

school high school . college or graduate college know
school graduate other high advanced

school train- degree
ing

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6)(1)

0.10.111..

41.10111110PPID 1.4111.01PPO MliPIIPONMPP

8 6

4.0111MINP.1* PIOIMP

3 3 2(20.0%) (6'.7`,;) ( 20. 0%) (Ir.()) (20.0) f 6.7%enallfmt.ww

If you answered no, please skip to questicn-775.
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(M4ttoons #2)

4, For question 4a-4a, check the number of the most appropriate choice foryourself and your spouse.

lhapplicabte
Or Wasing:
'2 (8.7%)

3 (20.0%)

3 (10.0)

2 (6a%)

411

4a. Do au expect
to work for
pay before
marrraler

4b. Do yoltexpect
to Woilk for
pay after

01

definitely probably probably definitely-
not not . not yes

(1) (2) , (3) (4)

-0- (3.310 1 (26.7% ) 8 (63.3%). 29'

24

24

25

.0-

-0-

(8.7%)

f

2 (36.7%) 22 (46.7%)

4c. Do you expect
your spouse

(3.3%)

(10.02)

~11111111.

2 (40.0%) 22 (46.7%)

to work for
pay before
marriage?

44. Do you expect
your spouse

-0-

to work for

3 (33.3%)
1111111MP

20 (50.01)
m.41.110

marriage?

5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem? (check one)

( 6. 72) 2 1. No, it is not a problem.
(36.7%) Yes, but it is not too serious.
(46.7%) 24-7-m--1 Yes, it is a serious problem.
(10.0%) 5-----4. I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, do men and women have the same opportunity to obtain good, wellpaying jobs?

( 6.72). 2 1. definitely yes
(23.3%) 7 2. probably yes
(40.0) 12 3. probably not
(30.0%) 9 -----4. definitely not

7. Do you think women should share the responsibility with men for working for
pay to support their household? (check one)

(33.3Z) 10 1. Yes, the woman should always work fo- Div as As the Tan.(53.3%) ycs. r ut only if tne house-
reee:s tre

(13.3%) 4 3. No, tnr.! woman doeh)'t have to wor'p: for pay, unless she wants to.
-0:----4. No, the woman snould nc,t work for p3y since her maih,responsi-

bility is to the household.



Part

(kkittocosa 02) \

8. The amount of reading in this unit on career options was:

-0- 1. too much
(90.0%) 27--2. about rignt
(10.0V 3 3. too little

9. DO'yOu think this unit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?

(83.310 29 1. definitely yes
(39.7%) Irm--1. probably yes

47:-"--). probably not
-0- 4. definitely not

1C1%. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options. Giveyour opinicift on these lessons by checking the lesson that best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per question.

lessqn fl lesson #2 lesson 413 lesson #4 lesson #5
40

sex stereo- laws pro- labor force wages and choosingWing hibiting participa- the costs occupCionssex discrim- tion of of living
ination women

10a. Which lesson
did you like
the best? (10.0%) 3 (3.3%) 1

TOIL-Whiiii-fesson
did you like
the least?

10c. From which
lesson did
you learn
the most?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

-0- (80.0%) 24 (6.7%) 2_

(3.3%) 2 (23.3%) 7 (16.7%) 5 (56.7%) 17 -0-

411.111MIIN

MIIIII01111111 00.1.114.0

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please uvl this spade fcr anycomments you might have about the unit and/or sex discrimination.
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Sycamore High School. There were 43 students at Sycamore High School

who took-the 12-point pry- and post-instruction achievement tests. The

average score for these students on the pretest was 7.02 and the average

posttest score was 8.44. The difference between pretest and posttest was

statistically significant, indicating that students did learn as a con-

sequence of their participation in the curriculum.

SRN were completed by 45 students. Of these students, 20 (44%)

stated that, in their opinion, sex discrimination in the labor force is a

serious problem. In another question, stvients were asked if men and
a

women have ihe same opportunity to obtain good, well-paying jobs. In re-

sponse, no students answered "definitely yes," 9 (20%) answered "probably

yes," 23 (51%) answered "probably not," and 13 (29%) answered "definttely note"

The majority of students enjoyed Expanding Career Horizons. Forty-one

(91%) indicated that the amount of reading was appropriate and 38 (844.)

thought-Oat the curriculum-was- hetpftil for students like themselves. The

fourth lesson, which made use of a game to provide instruction in wages

and the costs of living, was students' favorite part of pie course.

A copy of the SRO with a tally of students' responses to each item

follows.
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Round 2 of Field Test

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is dividad into two parts. The first part asks lar
aome backgraundinfarmation (about yourself) and for your bpinions about sex.,
discrimination in the labor farce. The second part aska for your opinion
about the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. lheinfarmation you provide will be used to improve the unit and make it mareusefia and interesting.

School: SclarlIcwe Na45

Grade: Period: Are you: Kale Female

Part I

Teacher: Dingee & WsZtes

1. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in which you learned
.about career opportunities?

(37.8%) 17 1. No
(44.4%) 20 2. Yes
(27.8.0 8 3. Not sure

2. In theifirst row (question 2a) check the number cooresponding to the highestlevel of education achieved by your father and in the second row (question 2b)your mother. In the third row (questicn 2c), check the number correspondingto the highest level of education that yoi expect to achieve.

Missing:

2 (6.7%)

".k

grade some -tigh some college other doi
school high school college or graduate college kn.

school graduate other high
school train-
ing

advanced 4

degree

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

2a. your father ve !!!MIMM
0010.1111

2b. your mother
WOMMPOI. MMMMIM.M.

2c. yourself in
the future -0-

6 18

(13.3%)(40.0%) (11.1%)
8

(17.8%)

4

(8.9%)

1

(2.2%01.0.8.00.

3. Do you plan to marry?

Missing: (4.4%) 2 1. No
2 (2.2%). (93.32) g 2. Yes

If you answered no, please ikio to quEstion-#5.

-75-
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W2)

4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of tptoost appropriate choice,foryourself and your spouse.
.

.

definitely probably probably definitely
not not not yes

(1) (2) (3) (4)

ilmappliaabLo4a. Do ny. expect
! or, Wooing: to work for

1 (2.2%)

2 (4.4%)

2 (4.42)

2 (4.42)

pay before
mania-Fr-

4b. Do 12u expect
to wciiik for

pay after
marriage?

4o. Do you expect
your spore
to work or
pay before
marrqiiir

4d. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for
pay after
marriage?

-0.

1

2

2.2%) 2

5

(17.8%) 8 (77.9%) 35

29

26

25

-0- (4.4%) 2 (26.7%) 12 (64.4%)

16 (57.8%)(2.2%) -0- (35.6%)

',92.2%)

MIIMPPFUNIe

(11.12) (26.7%)

..MOMMO

12 (55.6%)

5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem? (check one)

-0- 1. NO, it is not a problem.
(40.0%) 18 -----2. yes, but it is not too serious.
(44.4%) 2o-----1. Yes, it is a serious problem.
(22.22) 5. 4. I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, lo min and women have4the same opportunity tdobtain good, wel'lpaying jobs?

-0- 1. definitely yes
(20.0%) probably yes
(52.1%) 27-3. probably aot
(28.9%) 23 4. defiinitely not

7. Do you think women shpuld share the responsibility with men for working forpay to support their; bousehole, (check one)

(76.7%) 12 1. Yes". the woman should al.!ays work for r,.! a.,7 well as th, 7,-.(46.n) 2 2. Y:c'
r pev, 1y if the hous:.-

hold needs the
(24.4%) 22 3. ;,),,the woman dotsn't have to work for pay, unless she wants to,( 2.2%) 1-----4. Nov the woman should not work for pay since her main responsi-

bility is to the household.

93
-4.76-

1



Part 11 -

,

#2)-1]

M.

8. The amount of reading in this unit on career option's Was:

too much
(02.2%) 42 4-2.about right
( 8.9%) 4 31 too little

9. Do you think this
yourself?

(15.6%)

(68.9%) 31...2.
(25.6%)

unit on career optionsis helpfui for students like

definitely yes
probably yes
probably-not
definitely not

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by Olecking thd lesson.thWbest answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just oile lesson per question.

lesson #1 lesson'a lesson f3 le;son #4sex stereo- laws pro- labor force weges andtYping hibiting participa- the costs
sex oiscrim- tion of of living

Missing:
2 (2.2%)

1 (2.2%)

10a. Which leison
did you like
the best?

-

10b. Which lesson
. did_you like

the least?

ination women

ltsson f5
cholzsing

occdpations

-0- (224%) 5 (80.0%) 36 (6.7%) 3

lOc. From which

lesson did
you learn
the most? (12.1%) 5 (35:6%) 16 (13.3%) 6 (28.9%) 13 (8.9%) 4:

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

Mallae IMO

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please t5e this space for any-,comments you might nave about the unit and/or sex discrimination.

'T-
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Total Round #2 Sam le Results

In total, 172 students in eight different classrooms and four high

schools took the pre- and post-instruction achievement test. Out of a

possible 12 points, the average 'icore on the pretest was 7.21 and on the

posttest was 7.88, a statistically significant gain. The SRO was completed

by 180 students at the conclusion of the curriculum. Responses to this

,questionnaire indicated that students liked the unit and thought it

would be beneficial for other students like themselves. A summary of the

pretest-posttest analyses for each school and for the total sample as presented

in Table 10, followed by students' responses to each item on the SRO.



Table 10: Round #2 Pretest-Posttest Ananlysis Results

School Test Average Standard Number Correlation Degrees of t-test
Form Score Deviation of Cases Freedom value

Herrin
High
School

Joliet
High
School

:'Ittoon

High
School

Syc6ore
High

School

Total

Pretest 8.08
Posttest 8.29

Pretest 6.45
Posttest 6.55

Pretest 6.67
Posttest 7.90

Pretest 7.02
Posttest 8.44

Pretest 7.92
Posttest 7.88

1.93 61 .38 60 .77
1.95

2.20 38 .57 37 .28
2.72

1.79 30 .29 29 3.15
1 81

2.20 43 .67 42 5.49
1.89

2.14 172 .51 171 4.07
2.21

Significance

n. s .*

n. s

p <.01

p<.01

p <.01

* n.s. = not significant

Questionnaires were completed by 171 students. A copy of the SRQ with their responses
to each question follows.

9

CPI
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Round 2 Total Sample-

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part asks pr
some background information (about yourself) and for your opinions about sex
diacPin4ation in the Labor force. The second part asks for your opinion
about the special unit you've been toecing in broadening career options. The
information you provide will be used to improve the unit and make it more
usefia and interesting.

School:
Herrin/Jo lie t/Nattoon/ Syca- Teacher ;Volker,, Kunce/Holmqui s t , Clark/Henderson,

TitoPe 17=18U 74"21117Mnges,ZETUs

Grade: Period: Are you: 82 Male 98 Female

Part I

1. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in which you learned
about career opportunities?

Missing: (45.6%) 82 1. No
I (.6%) (40.6%) 73-----2. Yes

(23.3%) 24--3. Not sure

Missing:

5 (2.8%)

2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number cooresPonding to the hiahest
level of education achieved Py vour father and in the second row (question 2b)
your mother. In the third row (questicn 2c), check the number corresponding
to the highest level of education that you expect to acnieve.

grade some high some college other don'

school high school college or graduate college know

school graduate other high
school train-
ing

advanced
degree

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (5) (7

2a. your father
OINI.04101011=IMMISION, ril.MIN.PMell

2b. your mother ./01.10 4111140=.41110. 011111.001111111.

2c. yourself in
the future

8

(4.4%)

38

(21.1%)

67

(37.27)

21

(11.7%)

19

(10.8!f)

22 20

(6.7%) (5.6%_

3. Do you plan to marry?

Missing: ( 8.3%) 15 1. No

2 (.6%) (92.1%)164- 2. Yes

If you answered no, please skip to cnestion-#5.



(Teta: Sampie: #2)

4. For question.4a-4d, cheek the number of the most appropriate choice for
yourself and your spouse.

definitely probably probably ,definitely
not not not yes

(1) (2) (3) (4)

InaPplicabie 4a. Do you expect
or Miss ing: to work for
22 (6.7%) pay before'

marriage?

24 (7.8%)

i4 (7. 8%)

23 (7.2%)

Wesing:
4 (2.2%)

igasing:
2 (.6%)

4b. Do ycliu expect

to Woi* for
pay after
marriage?

4c. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for
pay before
marriage?

4d. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for

PaY after
marriage?

-0- (1.7%) 3 (17.8%) 32 (73.9%) 133

(.6%) 2 (3.9%) 7 (26.7%) 48 (61.1%) 110
0101..1.11.

.1111100.11.

(2.8%) 6 (5.0%) 9 (36.77,) 66 (47.8%) 86
emmalINM aNnwIMI amINOMMINNIM

(2.22) 4 (12.1%) 20 (27.2%) 49 (52.2%) 94
!MONO ....,MMMIM

5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labc- force is a problem? check ohe)

( 3.3%) 6 1. No, it is lot a problem.
(45.6%) 82-----2. Yes, but it is not too serious.
(40.0%) 72 3. Yes, it is a serious problem.
( 8.9%)-26-----4. I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, do men and women have the same opportunity to obtain good, wellpaying jobs?

( $.0) 9 1. definitely yes
(32.2%) 58 2. probably yes
(43.3%) 787----3. probably not
(29.4%) 3S-----4. definitely not

c?

7. Do you think women should share the responsibility Oth men for working forpay to support their household? (check one)

(21.7%) 39 1. Yes, the wo7an alvavs work for r'av as --11 t":?(46.1%) 8.i Y;.s, ;^)r 2u: onLy 'f tn.2
hold needs

(26.7%) 48 3. No, the jc,sn't nave o work for pay, unless she wants to.( 5.0%) 4. No, the woman should not work for pay since her main responsi-
bility is to the household.

.81- 99



, Total .51amp:e: #2)

Part II

8. The amount of reading'in this unit on career options was:
rk4( 2.2%) 4 1. too much

(83.9%) ,/52*-----2. about rir6t
(13.3%) 24

too littlt

9. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?

(33.3%) 60 1. definitely yes
(50.0%). 97-2. probably yes
(13.9%) probably not
( 2.8%) 17---4. definitely not

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking theJesson that best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per ouestion.

lesson #1 lesson #2 lesson 03 lesson #4 lesson #5sex stereo- laws pro- labor force wages and choosingtyping hibiting participa- the costs occupationssex discrim- tion of of living
ination women

Missing: 10a. Which lesson
5' (P. 82) did you like

)11/
the best? (8.9%) 16 (12.8%) 23 (3.9%) 7 (57.8%) ,104 (13.9%) 25

,10b. Which lesson
did you like
the least?

4 (2.2%) 10c. From which

lesson did
you learn
the most? (9.4") 27

10d. From which

lesson did
you learn
the least?

.!
011011111.11.!

(31.7%) 57 (21.1%) 38 28.3%) 51 (7.2w.) 13

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please use this space for anycomments you might nave about the unit and/or sex discrilliination.

-82- 160



Sex Differences

The average score on the posttest was 7.77 for male students and

7.90 for female students.' This 'difference in scores was not statis-

tically significant, indicating that boys and girls learned equally well.

However, sex differences did appear in students' attitudes as measured

by the SRQ. Among them, only 12% of the males, in contrast with 86%

of the females definitely expect their spouse to work for pay after

marriage. Also, 34% of the male students, but 45% of the female students .

think that sex discrimination in the fabor force is a serious problem.

A copy of the SRQ with a tally of student responses by sex follows.



Key:
-% Female/ % male

Round 2 '

SEX COMPARISONS

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divtded into too parts. The first part asks for
some background information (about yourself) and for your opinions about sex
discrimination in the labor force. The second part asks.fbr your opinion
about the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. na
infOrmation you provide will be used to improve the unit andmake it more
useful and interesting.

school:hrerrinj Joliet/Mattoon/5ra-Teacher: WkerliCunce/Holmquist,C7.ark/Henderson,
more N=280 ft lanittnges,Wellee

Grade: Period:

Part I

Are you: 82 Male 98 Female

1. Have you ever taken a class or special ,career guidance unit in which you learned
about career opportunities?
46.9%/43.9% 1. No
39.8%/41:77--2. Yes7

22.2%/243r--1 Not sure

2. In the Wrst row' (question 2a) check the Lumber cooresponding to the highest
level of education achieved by your father and in the second row (question 2b)
your mother. In the third row (question 2c), check the number corresponding
to the Oghest level of education that you expect to achieve.

grade
school

(1)

some

high
school

(2)

high
schoJ1

gratuate

(3)

some 0

college or
other high
school train-
ing

(4)

college
graduate

(5)

other don'

_college kno%,

advanced
degree

(6) (7
Missing: 2a. your father

0.10100..0.0.1.01e mm.r

2b. your mother
0100.0a. mi.1.01,

2.O%/
3. 7%

2c. yourself in
the future

6. 1Z/

2. 4%

17.35!/

2.6%
39.8V
34.2%

12.2°!/

11.0Z
12.2%/
9.8%

6.27./

7.3%
5.2

6.2:

3. Do you plan to marry?

3.2Z/24.6% 1. No
959%/857=-2. yes

If you answered no, please skip to question-m



(Sax Comparison's: #2)

4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate choice for
yourself and your spouse.

definitely probably probably definittly
not , not not yes

Cl) (2) (3) (4)

Inapplicable 4a. Do y.22 expect-or Missing:- to work for
pay before.

11.0%
marriage?

23.4%

3.2%/
23.4%

3 isz/

4b..Do yplexpect
to Work for
pay after 0%/

marriage? 0

4c. Do you expect
your si_pln_ise

to work-for
pay befcre,

4d. you expect
your 522use
to work for
pay after 0/

marriage? 4.9%

01
6.1%

Im.411.11.1.

3.1%/' 22.4,7./
4%

72.4%/
75.6%

48.0%1 41.d%/
1.2% 1.2% 84.2%

einnmalso

0/ 20.4%/ 76.5/
12.0% 56.1% 23.4%

0/ 22. 27,/ 85.77/
24. 4% 46. 3T 12. 2%11.

Wzaing: 5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem? (check one)/1. 0%/// 3.7% 3.2%13.7% 1. No, it is not a problem.
44.9%/46.3:1 2. Yes, but it is not too serious.
44.9%/34.17 1 Yes, it is a serious problem.
6.1%/12.2% 4. I'm not sure..1MM

6. At this moment, do men and women have the same opporttinity to obtain good, wellpaying jobs?

4.1%/6.1% 1. definitely yes
29.6%135.47, 2. probably yes
44.9%/42.57 3. probably not -

21.4Z/2M% 4. definitely net

Missing: 7. Do you think women should share the responsibility with men for working for0/2.2%
pay to support their household? (check one)

31.6%/9.8%
1. Yes, the wo-an should alwlys work for ray as well as thP -1n.45.9/46. 7. Yec,

fcr r,ay, tut only if th2 house-
hold ncg!ds teI2

21.4%132.0% 3. No, thE or.p.:sr,": have to work for nay, unless she warts to.4. No, the woman snoulc not work for pay since her main.rsponsi-
biliV is to the household.

_85. 1 03



yartlI

6

411,

(Sax Compariacni:- #21,,

8. The Nriount of,teading in this unit on career options was:

Immo% 0%1 4.9% 1. too much.
81..7.1,80..5-2. about right
)2.2V14.6r"73;. too Tittle

,
Do Sfou -think thi -unit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?

32.6%/35.4% 1. definitely yes
51.07./48.8. ;...obably yes
15:3%/12.2% 3. probably not

4. definitely flot

10. There were five lessons in thii unit on broadening career options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson that best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lessipn per question.

lesson #1 lesson #2 lesson #3 lesson #4 lesson PSsex stereo- laws pro- labor force wages and choosing
tYping hibiting participa- the costs occupations

sex discrim- tion of of living
ination women

Weeing:
016.2%

2.0%, 3.7%

10a. Which lesson
did you like
the best?

10b. Which lesson
did you like
the least?

10c. From which
lesson did
you learn
the most?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

10.2%1
7.3%

10.2%!
25.9%

11111001MINIMII IMINRMlam*

8.2%1
12.0%

34.7%1
28.0%

6.221 61.2%
2.2% 53.7%

22.4%1
19.5%

Mom/Irm..Me

30.6%1
25.6%

25.9%

3.1%1
72.2%

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please tic this soace for anycommtnts yuu might nave about th'e unit and/or sex discrimination.



Iteni Ana1ysk

The three forms of the achievement test usea in Round #1 were also

used in Round #2.. -Based on an item anilysis at th'e end of Round 01,
. '

the test forms were chahged considerably. However, due to the field

'rat
test schedule, it was not possible to introduce the reviseg tests until

Round #3. Consequently, in Round #2 no new item analYsis was appropriate.

In Round #29 the test data were reviewed to ascertain thaVthe-patterniof

responses found in Round #1 was repeated and that mi new problems appeared.

The average pretest and posttest scores for each test form is presented

in Table 11.

Table 11: Differenes In Average Scores Between

Test Forms

Pretest Posttest

Form\A 8.51
ac,

Form B 7.31

Form C 6..51

18.69

8.51

6.57

. As can be seen from Table 11, Form C was somewhat more difficult than'

Form A or Form B. Thii pattern, which also characterized'Round #1 results,
,

occured for both the pretesloand the posttest, and confirmed the.revisiOns

thtbwere designed after Round #1.

Round #2 Revisions

Re;ision of Instruments

tionew, problems concerning the achievement tests or the SROs were un-

covered. Consequently, the revisions designed at the end of Round #1, and

planned for implem,entation during Round #3, were confirmed.

03



Revision of Curriculum
. ,.0

ReviskSns in the students' materialt ahd Teacher's Guide were based

on patterns of performance and attitude, observations made by staff, and

teachers' and students' commenti. Typically, revisions were made to simplify

language and piocedures.

Modifications of the students' materials included:

I) Game rules: The use of the education card was clarified; the

banker's role was expanded to include giving each plafer 50 experilnce

points to start the game; players were permitted to take a freE throw

upon throwing a double; experience points were changed for the "high cost

of living"; and the banker was required to initial a player's employment

rdcord when he/she paid the cost of living.

2) Game board: Park bench was changed to opportunity; "dog bites

postman" changed to "child needs braces"; and an arrow was printed by

"start" to indicate the direction in which players move.

3) True-false quiz: percentages were removed to simplify language.

4) Court cases: Mr. Prince's name was changed to Mr. Jones and

a misprint was corrected.

5) The relatively sophisticated Department oflabor charts were

removed.

6) Wage chart: Que'stions 5, 6, and 7 were clarified.

Modification,s of the Teacher's Guide included:
p.

-1) Prplininary Student Questionnaire was removed.

.2) A new pretest was added that had only one form. Along with

this, new administration directions were provided.

3) Teachers were advised that in the first exercise (in which students

are to draw members of different occupations) students should be told

to concentrateprimarily on what persons were doing rather than what they

looked like.



4) In the court cases, it was suggested that the one student playing

the judge, rather than the teacher, should read the judge's decision.

5) In discussing the true-false quiz, teachers were advised to be

sensitive to students' feellygs abuut such issues as the one-parent family.

6) The Department of Labor charts wera removed because nf them

sophistication.

7) A summary of all lessons was added for use a::: a review lesson.

8) A new single-form posttest and.directions were added.



Round 0.21.211.2.1110:-1.511W.11

The results of the third round of field-testing will now be

be presented, first on a school-by-school basis, and then for the entire

sample participating in Round #3.

School-by-School Results

Seven schools particpated ir the third round of field test as

described in Table 12.

Table 12: Round #3 Participatine Schools

1......

Participating Number of Level of Geographic Demography
School Classes Schoolino Area

1. Herrin 2 High
School

2 Joliet 2 High
School

Elk Grove 2 High
(combined) School

4. Pekin 2

5. Richland 2

6. Clark 1

7. Martin Luther 1

Kim

Vocational
Center

Community
College

Junior High
School

Junior High
School

southern

northern

northern

central

central

southern

southern

0,5
-90-

Nonmetropolitan

Metropolitan

Metropolitan

Metrupolitan

Metropolitan

Metropolitan

Metropolitan



.rintHellSchool. Twenty-eight students at Herrin High School

took both the pre- and post-achievement test. The average pretest score

for these students was 8.46 points (out of a total of 12 points) and the

posttest score was 9.43 (out of 12 points). The difference from pretest

to posttest was statisically significant, indicating that students did

learn as a consequence of their participation in the curriculum.

SRQ's were completed by 28 students. Of these students, 14 (50%)

stated that in their opinion, sex discrimination in the labor force is

d problem. In another question students were asked if women should

share the responsibility with men for working for pay to support their

families. In response, 9 (32%) students answered that a woman does not

have to work for pay unless she wants to, 14 (50%) students responded

that a woman should work for pay, but only if the household needs it, and

5 (18%) students were of the opinion that a woman should always work for

pay just like a man.

The majority of students enjoyed Expandina Career Horizons. Twenty-

three-(82%) thought that the amount of reading was "about right" and 23

(82%) agreed that the curriculuM was "probably" or "definitely" helpful for

students like themselves. Students' favorite part was the fourth lesson

which made use of the game.

A copy of the SRQ with a tally of students' responses to each item

follows.



Round 3 of Field Test

, Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part asks forsome background information (about yourself) and for your opinions about sexdiscrimination in the labor force. The second part asks for your opinionabout the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. Theinformation you provide will be used to improve the unit and make it moreusefisi and interesting.

Oarrison/RunceSchool: Herrin High School
Teacher:

Class(es): Typing/Drafting sample: 38 Total

Fart I
16 Male 22 Female

1. Have you ever taken a class or special
career guidance unit in which you learnedabout career opportunities?

(39.32) 22 1. No
(35.7%) 20 2. Yes
(25.0%) 7 3. Not sure

2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number cooresoonding to the highestlevel of education achieved by your father and in the second row (question 2b)your mother. In the third row (question 2c), check the number correspondingto the highest level of education that you expect to achieve.

grade some high some college other don'school high school college or graduate college knowschool graduate other high
school train-
ing

advanced
degree

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7
Igesing:

4

(24.3%)

1

(3.0%)

2a. your father

2b. your mother

2c. yourself in
the future

3. Do you plan to marry?

(7.2%) 2 1. No
(89.3%)17---2. Yes

alm.101.101!

9

32.1%)

0.110.1.11!

1

(3. 6:
....11fflab

2

(7.1f!)

2

(7.1%)

=10mOlade

1

(3.67)

8 ,

(28. 6%)
1

( 3. 6%)
MINII.P1M 110

4111=1.1111! mil=1.W.M

If you answered no, please skip to question-#5.



(Herrin, 113)

4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate choice for
yourself and your spouse.

4a. Do you expect
to work for

2 pay before
(7.1%) marriage?

3
(20.72)

4b. Do Eli:expect
to work for
pay after
marriage?

4c. Do you expect
your spouse
to woiTin5iF
pay before
marriage?

44. Do you expect
your spouse'
to work for
pay after
marriage?

definitely probably probably definitely
not not not yls

(1) (2) (3) (4)

0 2 8 17

(3.6%) (28.6%) (60.7%)m!!!!!

0 0 7 29

MMNINNM.11!
(25.0%) (67.9%)

0 6 9 20
(21.4%) (32.1%) (35.7%)

MINIMNI! anNN!

2 7 6 12
(3.6%) (25.0%) (22.4%) (42.9%)

aemorbe

5. Do you think sex discrimination in the

-0-
1.

(50.0%)

(24. 3%) 4 -4.

labor force

No, it is not a problem.
Yes, but it is not too serious.
Yes, it is a serious problem.
I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, do men and women
paying jobs?

(17.9%) 5 1.

(39.3%) 17-----2.
(28.6%)
(14.3%) 4-----4.

definitely yes
probably yes
probably not
definitely noi

is a problem? check one)

have the same opportunity to obtain good, well

7. Do you think women should share the responsibility with men for working for
pay to support their household? (check one)

(17.e%) 5 1.

(50.0%) 1?-77-2.

(32.2%) 9 3.

Yes, the woman should always work for pay as well as the man.
Yes, the woman should work for pay, b.:t only if the house-
hold needs the money.
No, the woman doesn't have to, work fc- pay, unless she wants to.-0- 4. No, the woman should not work for pay since her main responsi-
bility is to the household.



(Herrin, P3)

Part 11

1111,

8. The amount of reading in this unit on career options was:

Attar'sRing

(10.7%) 3 1. too much
(82.2%) 23 --2. about right
(7.2%) 2 3. too little

9. Do you think this unit on career Lptions is helpful for students likeyouself?

(28.6%1 8 1. definitely yes
(53.6%) 25 2. probably yes
(27.9%) 5 3. probably not
-0- ------4. definitely not

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson that best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per question.

10a. Which lesson
did you like
the best?

10b. Which lesson
did you like
the least?

10c. From which
lesson did
you learn
the most?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn .

the least?

lesson #1 lesson #2 lesson #3 lesson #4 lesson #5
sex stereo- laws pro- labor force wages and choosino
typing hibiting participa- the costs occupations

sex discrim- tion of of living
ination women

2 4
( 7. 1%) (14. 3%)

0 28 1

(64.3%) (3.6%)

3 8 1 14 0
(10.7%) (28.65) (3.6%) (50.0Z)

10111/IINNO.M 4.1.011

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please use this space for any
comments you might have about the unit and/or sex discrimination.



Joliet Hioh School. There were 39 students at Joliet High School

who took both the pretest and the posttest. Out of a total possi.,le 12

points, the average pretest score was 5.97 points and the avera.,,-. :3sttest

score was 8.26 points. The difference from pretest to posttest was statis-

tically significant, indicating that students did learn,as a consequence

of their participation in the curriculum.

SRQs were completed by 39 students. Of these students, 11 (28%)

stated that sex discrimination in the labor force is a serious problem. In

response to another question, 25 (64%) students agreed that men and women

have the same opportunity to obtain good, well-paying jobs.

The majority of the students enjoyed E,Tandina Career Horizons. Thirty-

eight (97%) thought that the amount of reading was "about right" and 36

(92%) indicated that the curriculum was "definitely" or "probably" help-

fid for students like themselves. Finally, on the Aole, students most

preferred the lesson on wages and costs of living, which took the form of

a game.

A copy of the SRO with a tally of students' responses to each item

follows.



Round 'of Field Test

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

rhia questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part asks fbrlitane background information (about yourself) and for your opinions about sexdiscrimination in the labor fbrce. The second part asks for your opinionabout the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. Theinfbrmation you provide will be used to improve the unit and make it moreuseft4 and interesting.

School:,Joliet High School
Teacher: Bolerjack/Holmquist

Class(es): Problem Solving/ Sample: 39 Total
Social Behavior

Part I

10 Male 28 Female "

1. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in which you learnedabout career opportunities?
(10.3%) 4 1. No
(7.0.4%) 29 -2. Yes
(15.4%) 6 3. Not sure11=10..M.

2. In the first row.(question 2a) check the number cooresponding to the highestlevel of education achieved by your father and in the second row (question 2b)your mother. In.the third row (question 2c), check the number correspondingto the highest level of education that you expect to achieve.

2a. your father

2b. your mother

2c. 3;ourself in
the future

3. Do you plan to marry?

(20.5%) 8 1. No,

(76.9%) .30 yes-

grade some high sore college other don'school high school college or graduate college know
.school graduate other high

school train-
ing

advanced
degree

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

4111OPPINIIIMO ora.ww 111.M10.

(38.5%)

15

(15.4%)

6

.1111MIN.

(17.9%)

7

(10.3%)

4

(2.6g)

1
MIIMIROMININ . 111MENNII

1111.1
.11M111111IMM

(t.f-s%) z

If you answered no, please,skip to question-45.

**one student did not report his/her sei

1 1 .1

-96-

smamor..

(2:72L
0- 6

...omn.wom
1=0111411111040



(Joliat: #3)

ilir 4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate choice for
yourself and your spouse.

definitely probably probably definitely
not not not yes

(l) (2) . (3) (4)

Waving:

7 (17. 92)

7 (47.0%)

7 (17. 9%)

4a. Do ou expect
to vork for
pay before
marriage?

4b. Do you expect
to work for
pay after

4c. Do you expect
your spcse
to wo-Fk---fer

.pay before
Marriage?

4d. Do you expect

07.9%) your spouse
to work for
pay after
marriage?

(2.6%) (42.8%) (e6.72)

-0- 1 5 26
111.

(2.6%) . (2.6%)
1

( 25. 6%)
10

(51.3%)
20

(5.1%) ( 7.7%) (69.2%)

-0- 2 3 27

...1111 INIMNIMMOM11101

(2.6%) (7.7%) (5.1%) (66.7%)

Z 3 2 26 ,

11.11=M11.

5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem? (check one)

(5.1%) 2
1. No, it is not a problem.

(4L.2%) Z8 2. Yes, but it is not too serious.
(28.2%) ti Yes, it is a serious problem.
(20.52) 8 I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, do men and women have the same opportunity to obtain good, well
paying jobs?

(15.4%) 6 definitely yes
(48.72) 10 2. probably yes
(23.1%) 9 3. probably not
(42.8%) 5 4. definitely not

7. Do you ttlink women should share the responsibility witS men for working for

pay to supliiart their household? (check one)

(38.5%) 15 l. Yes, the wolran should aTways work fpr pay as well as the man.
(35.92) 14 7-2. Yes, the woman should vork for pay, t'.it only if-the house-

hold-reeds the roney.
(20.5%) 8 3. No, the-woman doesn't have to work :csr pay, unless she wants to.
(5.4%) 2 -----4. No, the Woman should not work for paz since her main responsi-

billty is to,the household.

-97-



(Joliet: W3)

Part 11

410, 8. The amount of reading in this unit on career options was:

1. too much
(97.42) 38 2. about right
(2.6%) 1 3. too little

9. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?

(23.1%) 9 1. definitely yes
(69.2%) 2? 2. probably yes
( 7.7%) 3 3. probably rtot

4. definitely not

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson tnat best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per questicn.

Aftesing:

24105. ZS)

10a. Which lesson
did you like
the best?

lob. Which lesson
did you like
the least?

10c. From which
lesson did

2 (5.1%) you learn-

the most?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

lesson #1 lesson #2 lesson #3 lesson #4 lesson #5
sex stereo- laws pro- labor force wages and choosing
typing hibiting participa- the costs occupations

sex discrim- tion of of living
ination women

(25.6%) (15.4%) (5.1%) (35.9%) (ma)
ZO 6 2 14

(17.9%)
7

(38.5%)

1 5

(25.6%)
ZO

(10.3%)
4

(2.6%)
Z

/..FIMEONO

awarommr Prop

W.OPP

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please use this space for any
comments you might have about the unit and/or sex discrlmination.



LilLtcaveHit. There were 16 students at Elk Grove Hign

School who took both the pre- and post-achievement test. Out of a pos-

sible 12'points, the average pretest score was 5.57 and the average'Post-

test.score was 7.29. The difference between pretest and pcisttest scores

was statistically significant, indicating that students did learn as a

coniequence of their participation in the curriculum.

SRQs were completed by 16 students. Of these students, 6 (a%) stated

that, in their opinion, sex discrimination in the labor force is a "serious"

problem. Ten (63%) students agreed that men and women have the same op-

portunity to obtain goods well-paying jobs, while 6 (37%) students dis-

agreed.

The majority of students enjoyed §21ancp_ii_u_SAreml_rizanso Ten (63%)

thought that the amount of reading was appropriate and 11 (69%) agreed

thaCthe curriculum was helpful for students like-themselves. Students

favorite parts itere the second and fifth lessons which taught about laws

prohibiting sex discrimination and ct^osing occupations.

A copy of the'SRO with a tally of students' responses to each item

follows.



Round 3 of Field Test

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part asks forsome background information (about yourseif) and for your opinions about sexdiscrimination in the labor force. The second part asks for your opinionabout the special unit :;ou've been taking in broadening carcer (=ions... Theinformation you provide will be used to improve the unit and mak:e it moreuseful cp:d interesting.

School: Elk Grove High School Teachee: Mr. and Mb. Schneider

Clats(es):Smaial Studies Sample re Total . 8 Male, 8 Female
Part I.

1. Have you ever taken a class or special
career guidance unit in which you learnedabout career opportunities?

(68.8%) U 1. No
(12.5,7) 2 2. Yes
(1.8.6%) 3 Not sure

2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number cooresponding tr the highestlevel of education achieved by your father and in the second row (question 2b)your mother. In the third raw (question 2c), check the number correspondingto the highest level of education that you expect to achieve.

2a. your father

2b your mother

Wailing: 2c. yourself in
7 (43.8%)

the future

3. Do you plan to marry?

(31.3%) 5 1. No
(62.5%) 10 yes

grade some high
school high school

.school graduate

(1) (2) (3)

.1.1.0111!!

some college
college or graduate
other high
school train-
ing ,

0) (6)

1.011111.PaIR !AMOR

1.1.0.01.10

(6.3%) (18.8%) (6.4) (18.8%)-0- l 3 _ 3

?nosing:, (6.3%) 1.

If you answered no, please skip to question-45.

other dor

college kn,
advanced
degree

(6) (

aWNIImanse

0.11111.

(6.3%
-0- 1.



(Elk Grove: #3)

4, 4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate choice for
yourself and your spouse.

Missing:

6(31.3%)

6(57. 5%)

3%)

4a. Do ya expect
to work for
pay before

definitely
not

-0.
11111!

probably
no4

(2)

-0.

probably
not

(3)

(Z2.5%)
2

definitely
yes

(4)

(56.3%)

marriage?

4b. Do Ea expect
to work for
pay after
marriage?

4c. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for

, pay before
marriage?

4

44. Do you expect
your .spouse
to work for
pay after
marriage?

-0-
(6.3%)

1.
(25.0%)
4

(37.5%)
6

110 MINNIVIMNR

(12. 5%) (18.8%) (31. 3%)

; I. 5

'(6.3%) (31.3%) (31.3%)
6 5

41!1.

5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem? (check one)

-0-
1. No, it is not a problem.

(50.0%) 8 2. Yes, but it is not too serious.
(37.5%) 6 3. Yes, it is a serious problem.
(12.5%) 2 I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, do men and women have the same opportunity to obtain good, well
paying jobs?

1. definitely yes
-----2. probably yes

3. probably not

(25.0%) 4

(37.5%) 6

(37.5%) 6
-0- ----it. definitely not

7. Do you think women should share the responsibility with men for working for
pay to support their household? (check one)

(25.0%) 4

(62.5%) 10

)111 (12.5%) 2
-0.

0

1. Yes, the woman should always work for Day as well as the man.
Yes,- the woman should work for pay, t only if the house-
hold needs the m;)ney.

3. No, the woman .-oesn't have to work fcr pay, unless se wants to.
4. NO, the woman should not work for pa., since her main resptisi-

bility is to the household.

119



(Elk Grove: #3)

Part 11

4100 sr The amount of reading in this unit on career options was:
(18.8%) 3 1. too much
(62.5%) io 2. about right /geeing: (22.5%) 2
(6. 3%) // 1 3. too little

9 Do you think thii unit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?

142.5%) 2
1.'definitely yes

(58-3X) 9 probably yes(24.0%) 4
J. probably .not

.

(6.3%) 4. definitely not

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson that best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per question.

'lesson #1 lesson #2 lesson #5 lesson #4- lesson #5sex stereo- laws pro- labor force wages and choosingtyping hibiting participa- the costs occlipations
sex discrim- tion of of litIng
ination women

Mistairpg:

f2( 2. 52)

10a. Which lesson
did you like
the best?

10b. WhiCh lesson
did you-like
the least?

(25.0%) 4 10c. From which
lessor did
you learn
the most?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

(32.3%) (22.5%) (6.3%) (25.0%)
5 2 1 4

wainaNalaa

_
..1111111WW. ammsaml

(25.0%) (18.8%) (42.5%) (6,3%) (12.5%)
4 3 2 4 2

am111111.0.1. emlaaaaR la
11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please usa this space ilr any,comments you might have about the unit and/or sex disceilination.

6
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Pekin Area Vocational Center. There were 31 students at Pekin Area

Vocat:onal Center who took the 12 point pre- and post-instruction achieve-

ment tests. The average score'for these students on the pretest was 6.77

and the average posttest score was 9.16. The difference between pretest

and posttest was statistically significant, indicating that students did

*learn as a consequence of their participation in the curriculum.

SRQs were completed by 33 students. Of these students, 9 (18%)

stated that, in their opinion, sex discrimination in the labor force is

a serious problem. In another question, students were asked if men and

women have the same.opportunity to obtain good, we11-paeying jobs. In

response, 3 (9%) students answered "definitely yes," 11 (33%) answered

"probably yes," 15 (46%) answered "probably not," and 4(12%) answered

"definitely not."

The majority of students enjoyed Expanding Career Horizons. Twenty-one

(64%) indicated that the amount of i-eading was appropriate and 22 (66%)

thought that the curriculum was helpful for students like themselves.

The second and fourth lessons were students' favorites.

A copy of the SRO with a tally of students' responses to each item

foliows.

k
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Round 3 of Field Test

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part asks fbreome background information (about yourself) and for your opinions about sexdiscrimination in the labor fbrce. The secon' part asks fbr your opislionabopt the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. Theinfbrmation you provide will be used to improve the unit and make it moreusefid cold interlsting.

Center
School: Pekin Area Vocational

Teaches.: Bagley and Gibbena

16
ClaSs(es): Food ServiosSample: 33 Total 1?

Male FemaleBuilfttiv Tradea
Part I

1. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in which you learnedabout career opportunities?
(48.5%) 16 1. No
(3g.4%) 13 ------2. Yes
(12.1%) 4 3. Not sure

2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number cooresonding to the hiohestlevel of education achieved by your father ard in the t2cond row (ouestion 2b)your mother. In the third row (question 2c), check the number correspondingto the highest level of education that you expect to acnieve.

grade some high some college other don'school high school colle.ge or oraduate college knat
school graduate othe- high advanced

schorA train- degree
ing

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

2a. your father

2b. your mother
Missing:

8 (18.2%) 2c. yourself in
the future

3. po you plan to marry?

(9.1%) 3 1. No
(90.9%) 30 2. Yes

mi.ww... amon.nem

.111.11111/1..
.111111..wa

(15.2%)(15.2%) (30.3%) (6.1%)
5 10 2

#Me

(3.0%) (iril)
1 _0- 4

a
.110.0111.

If you answered no, please skip to question #5.

1 2.2

-104-



(Pekin: #3)

111-
4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate ctioice for

yourself and your spouse.

Missing:

4 (12.1%)

4a. Do you expect
to Work for
pay before
marriage?

4b. Do ypli expect
to iiciFk for

!4 (12.Z%) pay after
. marriage?

4c. Do you expect
I your spouse
:3 (9.1%) to work for

pay before
marriage?

4d. Do you expect

4111""
your 5pouse
to work for

afterpay

marriage?

definitely probably probably definitely
not not not yes

(1) (2) . (3) (4)

(21.8%) (66.7%)
-0- -0- 7 22

01.1101111. 111.1.0

(3.0%) (27.3%) (57.6%)
-0- Z. 9 /9

(3.0%) (9.3) (24.2%) (54.5%)
Z 3 8 Z8

OWNSIMINME.

(6.1%) (15.2%)

01011,MINIMOle

(21.2%)

4111MIS.MIMM,

(48.5%)
2 5 7 16

011111001110 .110111. 10.4.ffilmO

5. Do

(0%) 0

you think sex

1.

discrimination in the labor force is a problem? (check one)

No, it is not a problem.
(57.5%) 17 2. Yes, but it is not too serious. Mtssing: Z (3%)
(27.2%) 9 3. Yes, it is a serious problem.
(18.2%) 6 4. I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, do men and women have the same opportunity to obtain good, well
paying jobs?

(9.1%) 3 1. definitely yes
(33.3%) ZZ 2 probably yes
(16.5%) 15 3. probably not
(12.13) 4 4. definitely not

7. Do you think women should share the responsibility-with men for working for
pay to support their household? (check one)

(24.2%) 8 1. Yes, the woman should always work for pay as well as the man.
(27.3%) 9 -----2. Yes, the woman should work for pay, but only if the house-

111 (33.3%) ZZ 3

hold needs the money. missing: (3.0%)
. No, tfte woman doesn't have to work fcr nay, unless she wants to.

(22.1%) 4 4. No, the woman should not work for pay since her main responsi-
bility is to the household. 4

-105- 123



(Pekin: #3)

Part 11

41, 8. The amount ot reading in this unit on career options was:

(27.8%) 9 1. too much
(63.6%) 21 2. about right
(0.1%) 33 3. too little

9. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?

(12.2%) 4 1. definitely yes
(54.5%) 1.8 probably yes
(15.2%) 5 3. probably not
(18.2%) 6 -----4. definitelyinot

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening careir options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson that best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per questior.

Missing:

lesson #1 lesson #2
sex stereo- laws pro.-
typing nibiting

sex discrim-
ination

lesson #3 lesson #4 lesson #5
labor force wages and choosing
participa- the costs occupations
tion of of living
women

10a. Which lesson
did you like
the best?

10b. Which lesson

dtd you like
the leas;?

(6.1%)
2

(24.2%)
8

(3. 0%) (27.3%)
9

11.111111111.M.

10 (30.3%) 10c. From which
lesson did
you learn
the must?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

-0-
(24.2%)

a

(8.2%)
6

all.ftm.1111,

(Z5.2%) (9.3)
5 3

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please us! this space for any
comments you might have about the unit and/or sex discr4Tination.



Richland Community College. Forty-six students at Richlami Community

College took both the pre- and post-achievement tests. The average pre-

test.score for these students was 8.70 points (out of a total of 12 points)

and the posttest 'core was 10.15 (out of 12:points). The difference

between pretests and posttests was statistically sigdificant, indicating

that students did learn as a consequence of their participation in the

curriculum.

SRQs were cbmpleted by 56 students. Of these students, 31 (55%)

stated that, in their opiniono sex discrimination in the labor force is

a serious problem. In another question, students were asked if women

should share the responsibility with men for working for pay to sup-

port their families. In response, 4 (7%) students stated that women

should not work for pay, 12 (21%) students answered that a woman does not

have to work for pay unless she wants to, 27 (48%) students responded that

a woman should work for pay, but only if the household needs it, and 12 (21%)

students were of the opinion that a woman should always work for pay just

like a man.

The majority of students enjoyed Expanding Career Forizbns. Forty-

four (79%).thought that the amount of reading was "about right" and 46

(82%) agreed that the curriculum was "prftably" or "definitely" helpful

for students like themselves. Students' favorite part was the first les-

son on sex stereotyping.

A copy of the SRQ with a tally of students' responses to each item

follows.



Round 3 of Field Test

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divided into too parts. The first part asks for
some background information (about yourself) and for your opinions about sex
discrimination in the Labor force. The second part asks for your opinion
about the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. Theinfbrmation you provide win be used to improve the unit and make it moreuseful and interesting.

School: Richland Community College Teacher: Scarbrough

Class(es):500i0100 ZOO Sample: 56 Toteil
111,715UMMOW

Part I

23 Male 33 Female

1. Have, you ever taken a class or special caree7 guidance unit in which you learnedabout career opportunities?
(64.3%) 36 1. No
(246%) 16 2. Yes
(7.1%) 4 3. Not sure

2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number cooresponding to the highestlevel of education achieved by your father and in the second row (question 2b)your mother. In the third row (question 2c), check the number corresponding
to the highest level of education that you expect to achieve.

Missing:

grade some high some college other don
school high school college or graduate college kno;

.school graduate other high
school train-
ing

advanced
degree

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

2a. your father =1.0 emaleammaND
11010101.

2b. your mother
6.0.1.mimmA am....00ww

(21.4%)
12

(28.8%)
26

(26.8%)
25

Pir
(8.9%)
5

ommaPlY

(6.9%)

5

.1111M1.1.

(1.6%)
..
deOw

2 (3.6%)
2c. yourself in

the future
11001.

3. Do you plan to marry?

(8.9%) 5
1. No

(83.0%) 47 2. Yes

1.11..11111011M .10111101

Missing: (7.1%) 4

If you answered no, please skip to question-45.

-108-
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(Richland: #3)

ID°
4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate choice for

yourself and your spouse.

Missing:

9 (16.1%)

4 (7.1%)

6 (10.7%)

definitely probably probably definitely
not not not yes

(1) (2) (3) (4)

definitely probably probably definitely
not not not yes

(1) (2) (3) (4)

9 (16.1%)

4 (7.1%)

6 (10.7%)

4a. Do la expect
to work for

pay before
marriage? 1 = OP.111.10 011IMOWD

4d. Do you expect
your spouse (3.6%) (7.1%) (23.2%) (60.7%)
to work for 2 4 13 34
pay after
marriage?

0111111=11.

S. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem? (check one)
-0_

1. No, it is not a problem.
(37.5%) 21 -2. Yes, but it is not too serious.(55A%) 31 -3. Yes, it is a serious problem.
(7.1%) 4 4. I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, do men and women have the same opportunity to obtain good, wellpaying jobs?

(14.3%) 8
1. definitely yes(16.1%) 9 -----2. probably yes

(28.6%) 16 ------3. probably not
(41.1%) 23 --'4. definitely not

7. Do you think women should share the responsibility with men fot working for
pay to support their household? (check one)

(21.4%) 12
1. Yes, the woman should always work for pay as well as the man.(48.2%) 27

-----2. Yes, the woman should work for pay, but only if the house-
hold needs the money. 'Visaing:\ (1.8%)111 (22.4%) 12

3. No, the woman doesn't have to work for 113y, unless she wants to.(7.1%) 4 4. No, the woman should not work for pay since her main responsi-
bility is to the household.

-109- 127

for 113y, unless she wants to.(7.1%) 4 4. No, the woman should not work for pay since her main responsi-
bility is to the household.
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(Richtand: #3)
Part II

8. The amount of reading in this unit on,career options was:

(7.1%) 4 too much
(78.6%) 44 2. about right
(10.7%) 6 3. too little

9. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?

(30.4%) 17 1.
(SZ.8%) 29 2.
(12.5%) 7 -----3.

("2)

hissing: (3.6%) 2

definitely yes
probably yes
probably not
definitely not

Missing: (3.6%) 2

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson thzt best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per questicl.

Oftssing:

10a. Which lesson
did you like
the best?

10b. Which lesson
did you like
the least?

8 (14.3%) 10c. From which
lesson did
you learn
the most?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

lesson #1
sex stereo-

typing

lesson #2
laws pro-
hibiting
sex discrim-
ination

lesson 03
labor force
participa-
tion of
women

lesson #4 lesson #5
wages and choosing
the costs occupations
of living

(35.7%) (Z7.0%) (7. ZS) (7. 1%) ( 23. 2%)
20 10 4 4 13

(28.6%)(19.6%) (14.3%) (16.1%) (7.1%)
/1 16 8 9 4

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please usa this space for anycomments you might have about the unit and/or sex discr.iination.



ClattamiotlitlISchool. There were 26 students at Clark Junior

High School who took the pretest and the posttest. Out of a possible 12

points, the average pretest score was 4.46.points and the average post-

test score was 5.96 points. The difference between pretest and pqsttest

was statistically significant, indicating that the students did learn

as a consequence of their participation in the curriculum.

SRQs were coinpleted by 27 students. Of these students, 11 (41%)

stated that, in their opinion, sex discrimination in the labor force is

a serious problem. In response to another questional (78%) agreed that

men and women have the sane opportunity to obtain good, well-paying jobs.

The majority of students enjoyed E;ic_ifeeertirizonsar. Nineteen

(70.0%) thought that the amount of reading was "about right" and 23 (85%)

agreed that the curriculum was "probably" or "definitely" helpful for

students like themselves. Students' favorite part of the curriculum was

the second lesson concerning laws prohibiting sex discriminaitori.

A copy of the SRQ with a tally of students' responses to each item

follows.
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. Round 3 of Field Test

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part asks forsome background information (about yourself) and for ycur opinions about sexdiscrimination iv? the Labor force. The second part asks for your opinionabout the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. Theinformation you provide will be used to improve the uni: and make it moreuseful and interesting.

School: Mark Junior High School Teacher: RiZZ

C1ats(es):. 504"" Sample: 27 Total 14 Male 13 Female

Part I

1. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in which you learnedabout career opportunities?
(14.8%) 4 1. No
(Ma) 19 ---2. Yes
(14.8%) 4 -----3. Not sure

i 2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number coores7)nding to the highestlevel of education Pchieved by vour father and in the sacond row (question 2b)your mother. In the third row (question 2c), check thc number corresponding! to the highest level of education that you expect to aclieve.

i Mule,1
.

i

2a. your father

2h. your mother

2c. yourself in
$ (22.2%) .the future

3. Do you plan to marry?

(22.2%) 6 1. No
(77.8%) 22 2. Yes

grade some high college other don; some
school high school collige or graduate college knot_

school graduate othe- high advanced
schonl train- degree
ing

(1) (2) (3) ;:4) (5) (6)

=. .1.1! moommi.k. APPIEM.M.

MINIMO.MO.

0.110 aN41.11.111.

(12.1%) (24.6%) (25.9%) (7.4%) (7.4%) (22.
4 7 -0- 2 2 .6

If you answered no, please skip to question.#5.

1 3 0
-112-



(Mark die.: #3)

er 4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate choice for
yourself and your spouse.

definitely probably probably definitely
not not not yes

(1) (2) (3) (4) ,

Wetting:

4 (44.8%)

5 (18.5%)

(14.8%)"

sz)

4a. Do yalL expect
to work for
pay before
marifiFF-

4b. Do au expect
to work for
pay after
marriage?

4c. Do you expect
your spouse (3.7%)
to woric for
pay before

(22.2%) (63.01)
-0- 27

OPREMPIOR

(3.7%) (3.7%) (63.0%)
17

(7. 42)
2

1.0111

4d. Do you expect
your spouse (11.1%)
to work for 3
pay after
marriage?

.1/1~/PM

eM11111IMID .1111.111.

(25.9%) (48.1%)
7 13

111.11110. ell.M1.11

(22.2%) (44.4%)
22

IPInIM.1*

5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a proolem? (check one)

.(18.5%) 5 1. No, it is not a problem.
(7.40 .2 -----2. Yes, but it is not too serious. Wooing: (11.1%) 3
(40.7%) ZZ -3. Yes, it is a serious problem.
(22.2%) 6 "----4. I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, do men and women have the same opportunity to obtain good, well
paying jobs?

(22.2%) 6

(55.6%) i5
(11.1%) 3
(7.4%) 2

1. definitely yes
2. probably yes
3. probably not
4. definitely not

Wooing: (3.7%)

7. Do you think women should share the responsibility with men for working for
pay to support their household? (check one)

(48.1%) 13

(29.6Z) 8
%Iwo

(ZI.Z%) 3
(3.7%) Z

1. Yes, the woman should always work for pay as well as the man.
2. Yes, the woman should work for pay, t...Jt only,if the house-

hold needs the ronEy. Piecing: (7.410
3. No, the woman doesn't have to work ftlr pay, unless she wants to.

No, the woman should not work for pay since her main responsi-
bility is to the household.

7113-



(Clark Jr. : #3)

Part 11

8. The amount of reading in this unit on career options was:

(7.4%) 2 1. too much
(70.4%) 1.9 about right

(14.6%) 4 3. too little
Missing: (7.4%) 2

9. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?

(63.0%) 17 1. definitely yes
(22.2%) 6 2. probably yes
(3.7V 3. probably not Miseing: (11.1%) 3

------4. definitely not

10: There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson that best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per question.

lesson #1 lesson #2 lesson #3 lesson #4- lesson #5
sex stereo- laws pro- labor force toges and choosing4 Wing hititing participa- the costs occupations

sex discrim- tion of of livingMissing:

044.8V 10a. Which lesson
did you like
the best?

10b. Which lesson
did you like
the least?

5 (18.5%)
10c From which

lesson did
you learn
the most?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

ination women

(7.4V (29.6%) (7.4V (1.4.8%) (25.9V
2 8 2 4

(7.4%) (29.6%) (22.2%) (11.1%) (1.1.l%)
2 8 6 3 3

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please usa this space for any
comments you might have about the unit and/or sex discrnination.



Martin Luther Kins_ Junior High School. There were 23 studerts at

Martin Luihtr King Junior High School who took both the pretest-and the

posttest. Out of a total possible 12 points, the avei.age.pretest score

was 2.78 points and the average posttest was:5.39 points.. The differences

?rom pretest and posttest was statistically significant, indicating that

students did learn as a consequence of their participation in the cur-
ir

riculum.
-

SRQs wee completed by 28 studges. Of these students, 5 (18%)

stated that sex discrimination in the labor force is a serious problem.

In response to another question, 15-(54%) stmdents agreed that men and

women have the same opportunity td obtain good; well.rpaying jobs.

The majority'of students enjoyed Expandin9 Career Horizons. TweiTty-

,

four (86%) thought that the amount of readincrwas "about right" and-26

II/

\
(93°' indicated that the curriculum was ',definitely" or "prObably! help-

ful for students like themselves. Finally, on the whole, stydents pre-
.

ferred the fifth lesson on choosing occupatibns.

A copy of the SRQ with a tally of students' responses.to each item

follows.

4

1



NO.

te'
Round 3 ofisFie)d Test

Student's Reaction Questionnaire
4

This questionnaire is'divided into too par.4e. 'The first part.asks forsome background information (about yourself) and for your opinions about sexdiscrimination in the Labor force. The second part asks for your opinionabout the special unit you've been taking in broadening careilr options. TheinPrmation you povida will be used to improve the unit eind make it moreusef41 and interesting.

Bigh School
School: zrtin Luther Xing Jr. TeachT J4m418

Clats(es): 'Reading Sample: ;8 Tota3
Part I

12 MaVe'- 16' Female

1. 4ave you ever taken a)class or special career guidance unit in which you learnedabout career opportunities?
(35.7%) ZO 1. No
(2Z.4%) 6 72. Yes
(42.0%) 12 :::::3. llot sure

2. In the first rdw (question 2a) check the number coores000ding to ,the highestlevel .of 'education achieved by your father alyi in the second row (ouestion 2b)ryour mother. In the third row (question 2c)J check the number correspondingto the highat level of education that you eipect to achieve.

Missing:

2a. your father

2b. your mother

2c. yourself in
4 (14.3%) thiN future

3. Do you plan te marry?

(32.1%) 9 1. No
(64.3%) 18 yes

a.

grade some high some college other donJ school high school college or graduate college know
school graduate 'other high

school train-
ing

advanced
degree

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7

111IMMIN101 dip..!

611111=11 Imi
(3.6%)

1.1.1.01M.1=11

(17.9%)
5

11=1.1

(3.6%) (10.7%)
3

(16.4
113

(3.6%)
1'

OMIP10101., 0110! 111111M 111110.
.110111,1

Visaing: (3.6%) 1

If you answered no, please skip to question-#5.

-.1



(M.L. King jr.: #3)

4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate choice for
yourself and your spouse.

Mizeing:

.9 (32.12) 4a. Do ysu expect
to work for
pay before
maririgir

9 (32.1%) 4b. Do mr expect
to t.--)y* for
pay after
marriage?

10 (35.7V 4c. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for
pay before
marriage?

definitely probably
not not

(1) (2)

-0-

(10.7%)

3

(7.1%)
2

(7. 3) (Z4.3%)
2 4

glIMIN.111101!

probably definitely
not yes

(3) (4)

125.0%) (35.7%)
ZO

01=11.1.11

(22.4%) (35.7%)
6 10

.0111.1011.

(28.6%) (14.3%)
8 4

illi35.7%) 4d. Do you expect (3.6%) (7.1%), (14. 3%) (39. 3%)
your spouse Z 2 4 11
to work for
pay after
marriage?

01.10.111.M. MOMININNIk N/RNIMMIONSID

5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem? (check one)

(3.6%) 1 1. No, it is not a problem.
(17.9%) 5 ------2. Yes, but it is not too serious. Missing: (10.7%) 3
(17.9V) 5 -3. Yes, it is a serious problem.
110.7%1'14 4. I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, do men and women have thc same opportunity to obtain good, well
paying jobs?

(17.9%) 5

(38. 7%) 10
(32.1%) 9

(7.1%) 2

1. definitely yes
-----2. probably yes

3. probably not
definitelx not

Missing: (7.11) 2

7. Do you,think women should share the responsibilitY with men for working for
pay to support their household? (check one)

(46.4%) 13
(22.4%) 6

(22.4%) 6
(7.1s) 2

1. Yes, the woman should a7wys work for pay ai well as the man.
-2. Yes, the oman should "work for pay, t only if Op house-

hold needs thz roncy. ::issing: (3.6") 1
3. No, the woman doesn't have tq work for pay, unless she vants to.

No, the woman should not work for pay since her main responsi-
bility is to the household.

. 117-
135
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(M.L. King Jr.: #3)

Part

8. The amount lof reading in this unit on career options was:

(34%)
(85.7%) 24
(S.6%) Z

1. too much
2. about right
3. too little

',geeing: (7.3) 2

2. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?

(57.1%) Z6 1. definitely yes
(35.7%) 10 2. probably yes-0_

-----3. probably not.0-
-----4. definitely not

Missing: (7.1%) 2

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson that best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per question.

lesson #1 lessoh#2 lesson #3 lesson #4 lesson #b
sex stereo- laws pro- labor force wages and choosingWing hibiting participa- the costs occupations

sex discrim- tion of of living
ination womenNiasing:

240Z%)

r

10a. Which lesson
-0- (17.0%) (3.6%; (21.4%) (50.0%)did you like

5 6 14
the best?

10b. Which lesson
di.d you like
the least? -

10c. From which
lesson did (7.3)
you learn 2
the most?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

(17.9%) (14.3%) (25.0%) (25.0%)
5 4 7 7

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please use this space for any
comments you might have about the unit and/or sex discrimination.



Total Round #3 Sample Results

In total. 207 students in 11 different classrooms'and seven schools

took the pre- and post-instruction achievement test. Out of a possible

12 points, the average score on the pretest was 6.46 and on the posttest

was 6.30, a statistically significant gain. The SRO was completed by 227

students at the conclusion of the curriculum. Responses to this ques-

tionnaire indicated that students liked the unit and thought it would be

beneficial for other students like themselves. A summary of the pretest-

posttest analyses for each school, and for the total sample is presented

in Table 13, followed by students' responses to each item on the SRQ.



Table 13: Round #3 Pretest-Posttest Analysis Results

School Test Average
Form Score

Standard
Deviation

Number
of Cases

Correlations Degrees of t-test
Freedom Value

Herrin Pretest 8.46
Hi9h
School Posttest 9.43

1.84

1.66

28 .54 27 3.02

Pretest 5.97 2.22 39 .31 38 4.90Hi9h
School Posttest 8.26 2.69

Nrtin Pretest 2.78 1.41 23 .49 22 7.48Luther King
Jr. High
Sehngl Posttest 5.39 1.83

Clark Jr. Pretest 4.46 1.86 26 .26 25 3.14High
School Posttest 5.96 2.13

Elk Grove Pretest 5.57 1.74 14 .27 13 2.40High

School Posttest 7.29 2.56

Pekin Vo-Pretest 6.77
cational

1.93 31 .39 30 6.40

Center Posttest 9.16 1.83

Richland Pretest 8.70 1.86 46 .28 45 4.62Community
College Posttest 10.15 1.70

Pretest 6.46
Total

2.69 207 .62 206 11.44

Posttest 8.30 2.62

8 nuesti iiplires were completed by 227 students.

Significance

p < .01

p < .01

p < .01

p601

p < .01

p < .01

p .01
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Total Sample

Round #3 of Field Test

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part asks farsome background information (about yourself) and far your opinions about sexdiscrimination in the labor farce. The second part asks for your opinionabout the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. Theinfarmation you provide will be used to improve the unit and make it moreuseful and interesting.
Herrin H.S., JoZiet H.S., M.E.Xing lTre H.S., Clark Jr. H.SSchool: Pekin Area Vocational Center, Richland Conrunity College, Elk Grove H.S.

Class(es): Sample: 227Total * 14P ZOO Male 126 Female
Fart ;

1. Have you ever taken a class or special
career guidance unit in which you learnedabout career opportunities?

(40.5%) 92 1. No
(4t.9%) 95 2. Yes
(17,6%) 40 3. Not sure

2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number coorespcnding to the highestlevel of education achieved by your father and in the second row (question 2b)your mother. In the third row (question 2c), check the number correspondingto the highest level of education that you expect to aczieve.

Missing:

Za. your father

Zb. your mother

26 (41.5%) 2c. yourself in
the future

3. On you plan to marry?

(16.7%) 38 1. No
(79.7%) 481 2. yes

grade some high some college other don'school high school college or graduate college knovschool graduate other high

school train-
ing

advanced
degree

(1) (2) (3) (4)
( ) (6) (7

IMOSReolO PMMIPOMMID

amPfzIammo

(12.3%) (Z5.9%) (28.2%) (8.2%) (9.3%) (3.7,%) (13.;
28 38 64 14 '21 31spms...0

(3.5%) 8

41.1.01.1.

If you answered no, please skip to question-#5.
ens student did not give her/his sex

.121-14 0

.1.11101.



(Total: 113)

4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate choice for
yourself and your spouse.

Missing:

-40 (17.8%)

35 (15.9%)

39 (17.2%j

4a. Do you expect

definitely
not

(1)

-0.

probably
not

(2)

(2.2%)
5

probably
not

(3)

(18.1%)
41

1..1111!

(23.3%)
53

=.

definitely
yes

(4)

(62.1%)
141

to work for
pay before
marriage?

4b. Do y=ou expect
to kirk for
pay after

(3. 1%)

11100.1

(2. 2%)

5

111101!

(55.5%)
126

marriage?

c. bo you expect
your spouse
to piciFk-57
pay before
marriage?

4d. Do you expect
3410Z5.4%)

your spouse
to work for
pay after
marriage?

(2.2%) (9.3%)
5 21.

MMINISMINW

(23.3%) (48.0%)
53 109

.11106..

(4.8%) (9.7%) (18.9%) (51.1%)ii 22 43 118

elm,1=1111/FM! 01.1100.

5. Bo you think

(3.5%) . 8

($5.7%) 81
(38.3%) 67
(19.42) 44

sex discrimination in the labor force

1. No, it is not a problem.
-2. Yes, but it is not too serious.
-3. Yes, it is a serious problem.

is a problem?

Missing:

(cneck one)

(3.1%)

I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, do men and women have the same opportunity to obtain good,
paying jobs?

(18.32) 37 1. definitely yes
(35.7%) 81 2. probably yes
(29.1%) 66 -----73. probably not (1.3%) 3
(17.6%) 40 -----4. definitely not

7. Do you think women should share the responsibility with men for working for
'pay to support their household?. (check one)

(30.8%) 70 1. Yes, the woman should always work for pay as well as the man.( 38 .8%) 88 -----2. Yes, the woman should work for bay, i).t only if the house-%lir hold needs tha rrzinay. Msaing: (2.2%) 5
410(22.5%) 5Z 3. N0, the wo.ran doesn't have to work fcr pay, unlesS sne wants to.(5.7%) 13 4. NO, the woman should not work for pay since her main responsi-

bility is to the household.

t



oe

(Totai: #3)

Part 11

8. The amount of reading in this unit on career options was:

...I. too much(9.7%) 82
(78.9%) 179 2. about right
(7.9%) 18 3. too little

9. Do you think this unlit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?

(32 2%) 73

Miesing: (3.5%) 8

(50.2%) 114
(MOT) 25
(3.5%) 8

1. definitely yes
--Pl.-2. probably yes

3. probably not
4. definitely not

Hissing: (3.1%) 7

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson that best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per question.

lesson f1 lesson #2 lesson #3 lesson #4 lesson 05sex stereo- laws pro- labor force wages and choosingtyping hibiting participa- the costs 'occupations
sex discrim- tion of of living
ination women

?fleeing:

10a. Which lesson
111(1.1.0%) did you like

the best?

10o: Which lesson
did you like
the least?

34 (15.0%)lOc. From which

lesson did
you learn
the most?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

(16. 7%) (20. 3%) (5. 3%)
38 46 12

etAMEma aarOmemo

(12.8%) (27. 8%) (16. 7%)
29 63 38

a

(24.7%) (22.0%)
56 50

femerriamm

(18.9%) (8.8%)
43 20

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please usa this space for anycomments you might have about the unit and/or sex discr!mination.

.111111.0111
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Sex Differences

The average score on the pretest was 6.67 points for male students

and 6.41 for female students. The difference between these scores is not

statistically significant, suggesting that both sexes were equally know-

ledgeable before instruction. The average score on the posttest was

8.05 points for male students and 8.13 points for female students. This

differehze in scores was not statistically significant, indicating that

boys and girls learned equally well. However, sex differences did ap-

pear in some students' attitudes as measured by the SRQ. Among them, 20%

of the males, in contrast to 75% of the females, definitely expect their

spouse to work for pay after marriage. Male and female students did agree,

however, that the unit on career options is helpful for students like themselves.

A copy of the SRQ with tallies of responses by sex follows.



Sex Differences

Round 3 of Field Test

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

Male S / Female %

This questionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part asks forome background information (about yourself) and for your opinions about sexdiscrimination in the Labor force. The second part asks for your opinionabout the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. Theinformation you provide wilZ be used to improve the unit and make it moreusefUZ and interesting.
Herrin H.S., Joliet H.S., M.L.King Jr. H.S., Clark Jr. &S.,

School: Pekin Area Vocational Centers Aichland Community College, A Elk Grove LS.

Class(es): Sample: 226 Total Z00 Male 126 Female
?art I

1. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in which you learned
about career opportunities?

37.05/43.7% 1. No
45.45/38.9% Yes
18.007.5% 3. Not sure

2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number cooresr:nding to the highestlevel of education achieved by your father and in the second row (question 2b)your mother. In the third row (question 2c), check tha number correspondingto the highest level of education that you expect to aciieve.

grade some high sore college other Jdonschool high school colI:ge or graduate college know.school graduate other high
schot1 train-
ing

advanced
degreehissing:

(1) (2) (3) (4)
(5) (6) (7)2a. your father

EIMINKM1111

warm=00
411101.MMIlb

M111M1111110

011111MIPIMO2b. your mother
=1.MMINV IMENOROM Reamm .11.111

2c. yourself in
OX/12.7S the future

7. 0%,

16. 7%
17, 05/
15. 1%

30. 05/
27. 05

7. 05/
5.6%

11. 05/
7.9%

3.05/
3.2% 11.95

3. Do you plan to marry?

20.05/14.3% 1. No
77.71781.7: ------2. Yes

ase.M.!

hissing: 3.05/4.05

If you answered no, please skip to question.#5.

maelwallwo



Missing:

(Sax Different:we #3)

4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate choice for
yourself and your spouse.

definitely probably probably definitely
not not not yes

(2) . (3) (4)

'MOS/ 4a. Do y_ca expect

16.7% to work for
pay before 0/0
marrrig-ir M!

4b. Do ypy_ expect
0. 0%/12. to iilk for San/ion

pay after
mariTiii4

3. 0%/Z. 6% 14. 0%/ 21. 4% 64 . 0%/60.

MINI =1 MM a
0/4.0% 0/39.7% 72.0%142.1S

1 IV/MM./NM ilM
4c. Do you expect

20.0X/15.3 your spouse 3.0%/2.6% 18.0%/2.4% 38.0%/U.9% 2i.0%/69.0%
to woirr-fiF
pay before
marriage?

4d. Do you expect
your spouse
to work forII/
pay after
marriage?

GINNIMPIMIN 111.

9. OS/Z. 6% 18. 3%/3. 2% 33. 0%/7 . 9% 2D. 01/75. 4% a

Imn
5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem? (check one)

5. 0%/2. 4%
37.0%/34. 9%
31.0%/44. 4%
22. 0%/16. 7%

1. No, it is not a problem.
2. Yes, but it is not too serious.
3. Yes, it is a serious problem.
4. I'm not sure.

Missing: 5.0%/1.6%

6. At this moment, do men and women have the same opportunity to obtain good, well
paying jobs?

20.0%/13.5%
29. 0%/41. 3%
33, 0%/25. 4%
16.0%/19. 0%

1. definitely yes
-----2. probably yes

3. probably not
-----4. definitely not

Missing : 2. 0%/. 8%

7 Do you think women should share the responsibility with men for working for
.P.Ay tO support their household?. (check one)

27. 0%/33. 3%
1. Yes, the woman should always work for pay as well as the man.42.0%/36.5% 2. Yes, the woman should work for pay, :IA only if the house-Awe hold needs the 7:m2y. !!iosing: 3.07/Z.6%

22.0%/23.02 3. No, the woTan doesn't have to work fcr pay, unless she wants to.6.0%15.6% 4. No, the woman should not wor :or pey since her main resnor;si-
bility is to the household.

-1.26 145



(Sex DifPrences: #3)

Part 11

8. The amount of reading in this unit on career options was:

15.0%15.6%
75.0S/81. 7%
7. OS/19. TS

1. too much
2. about right
3. too little Pliesing : 3. 0%/4. 0%

9. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?

24.0%138.92
53.0%147.6%
14.0%18.7%
5.0%12.4%

1. definitely yes
2. probably yes
3. probably not
4. definitely not

Mriaaing: 4.0112.4%

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career optioAs. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson V-..at best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per questici.

lesson #1 lesson #2 lesson #3 lesson #4
sex stereo- laws pro- labor force wages and
typing hibiting participa- the costs

sex discrim- tion of of living
ination womenWatling:

10a. Which lesson

0%/".1% did you like
the best?

10b. Which lesson
did you like
the least?

10c. From which
l6.0%414.3% lesson did

you learn
the most?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

13. 0%!
19. 8%

l3.0%1
12.7%

17.0%1
23.0%

28.0%1
27.8%

7.0%!
4.0%

OMMOSIMe

15. 0%/
17. .5%

32.0%1
18.3%

20.0%1
18.3%

lesspn #5
choosing
occupations

20. OV
23. 8%

INOP.P.E.0

8. 0%/
9.5%

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please use this space for anycomments you might have about the unit and/or sex discrtmination.

wan
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Item Analyses

Analyses of the pre-instruction and post-instruction achievement

tests were conducted that involved computing item frequencies, standard

deviations, and point-biserial correlations. Test performance from

the junior high school students was not included in the item analyses

because students in these two classrooms were mistakenly given old versiong

of the achievement tests (i.e., forms A, B, and-C.from R

results of the analyses are presented in Table 14.

The

-).



1

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

10

11

12

14S

Table 14: Round #3 Item Analysis Results

Difficulty Standard
Deviation

Point Biserial
Correlation

.52 .50 .43

.67 . .47 .44

.E9 .46 .45

.85 .36 .32

.58 .49 .37

.63 .48 .49

.44 .50 .48

.73 .44 .40

.63 .48 .46

.b4 .50 .36

.58 .49 .33

.49 .50 .44

.92 .27 .22

.70 .46 .59

.72 .45 .53

.87 .34 .48

.63 .48 .53

.73 .14 .54

.93 .26 .41

.62 .49 .51

.76 .43 .43

.53 .50 .55

.66 .47 .44

.78 .41 .54

No Response

0

51stractors Test

Statistics
A 8 - C

0

0

0

0
o

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

.01 .52 .46 .00 .00

.14 .10 .05 .67 .00

.69 .10 .11 .09 .00 X = 7.36

.03 .03 .85 .02 .05 SD = 7,36

.20 .58 .17 .03 .00 N = 147

.63 .03 .27 .06 .00

.05 .05 .44 .41 .00

.05 .03 .73 .16 .00
.12 .10 .14 .00

.18 .54 .05 .20 .00

.03 .58 .36 .01 .00

.11 .49 .37 .00 .00

.02 ,06 .92 .00 .00

.05

.09

.87

.25

.70

.05

.02

.63

.13

.12

.05

.07

.02

.72

.01

.05

.00
X

.1/4" SO

°3N
.00

= 8.85
= 2.43

= 151

.73 .10 .06 .10 .00

.03 .03 .93 .01 .00

.11 .13 .15 .62 .00

.04 .76 .13 .05 .00

.15 .15 '.16 .53 .00

.66 .03 .28 .00 .00

.06 .15 .78 .00 .00
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The item analysis results for the pretest achievement measure in-

dicate that most items are at the appropriate level of difficulty with

possible exception of items 4 and 8 which are probably too easy. Also,

all pretest items demonstrated an acceptable degree of item-test con-

sistency as measured by point-biserial correlations. Finally, most

distractors were equally plausible to untutored students.

Since students were not untutored when the posttest was administered,

it is more difficult to interpret the item analysis results for the pest-

instr,ction achievement measure. However, the results do show that no

item was too difficult and that all the posttest items achieved satis-

factory point-biserial correlations.

1 0
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Round #3 Revisions

Revision of Instruments

Because each test item measured an important skill or knowledge,

and because the item analysis results did not uncover any serious psycho-

metric problems, no changes were made in the pre- and post-instruction

achievement tests.

Revision of Curriculum

Based on the results of the operational field test, the following

revisions were incorporated into the curriculum:

A graphic artist reformatted, illustrated, and packaged the

curriculum,

Alternative schedules were developed so that the curriculum

could be used as a one or two week course.

Additional references and supplementary projects were provided

Motivational activities were added.

15/
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Summar Information for Rounds 01, #2, and #3

In this section of the report, a profile of the total field test

sample, responses to,the Student's Reaction Questionnaire, and combined

achievement test results from all three rounds of field testing are presented.

A Profile of the Total Field Test Sample

Five-hundred and four students (97 in Round #1, 180 in Round #2,

and 227 in Round #3) participated in the field test of Expandiu Career

Horizons. Two-hundred and twenty of the students were males, 268 were

females, and 14 failed to name their sex. The field test participants

were selected to be geographically representative of Illinois: 203 of

the participating students lived in metropolitan areas and 301 lived in

non-metropolitan areas; 191 of the students came from northern Illinois, 119

came from southern Illinois, and 194 came from central Illinois. The

field test participants were also selected to be representative of tne

different types and levels of schooling in Illinois, and consequently,

5 high schools (accounting for 360 of the students), 2 junior high schools

(accounting for 56 students), and 1 secondary level vocational center

(accounting for 33 students) were involved in the field test. Participating

students were in a diverse range of courses such as typing, consumer

education, problems of democracy, cooperat.;ve education, bookkeeping, drafting,

graphic arts, social behavior, sociology, American business, current American

problems, reading, social studies, food service, building trades, science,

and PASO problem solving. Finally, seventeen teachers (seven males and ten

females) participated in the field test so that 187 students were instructed

by male teachers and 317 b3; female teachers.



4.

Students' Performance od Achievement Tests
.

Four hundred and seventy-six students completed a pretest and a

posttest in Rounds #1, 02, and #3. Out of 12 possible points, the aver-

age pretest score was 6.80 points and the average posttest score was

8.09 points, a statistically significant gain. A summary of pretest-

posttest analyses for each round a field testing and the total field test

sample is presented in Table 15.



Table 15: Total Sample Pretest-Posttest Analysis Results

sAr91e Test Form Average Score Standard
Deviation

Number of
Cases

Correlation

Pretest 6.81 2.16
Round #1 97 .41

Posttest 8.01 1.94

Pretest 7.21 2.14
Re.ind in 172 .51

Posttest 7.88 2.21

Pretest 6.46 2.69
70,ind #3 207 .62

Posttest 8.30 2.62

Pretest 6.80 2.30
Tutal 476 .56

Posttest 8.09 2.40

Degrees of t-test Significance
Freedom Value

43 3.07

171 4.07

206 11.44

475 12.76

p <; .01

p < .01

pc.01

p 4: .01

151
153



Responses to the Student's Reaction Questionnaire

In total, 504 students completeda SRQ. Responses to the question-

naire indicated that students liked the, course, and thought that the

fourth lesson, which made itse of the game, Aos most enjoyable and that

the second lesson, involving laws prohibiting sex discrimination, was

the most valuable learning experience. Over eighty percent of the students

agreed that the amount of reading was about right ind that the unit was
4

helpful for students like themselves. A summary of students' responses

to each item , the SRQ follows.



Total Field Test Sample: Rounds 19 2, and 3

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divided into too parts. The first part asks for
some background information (about yourself) at:d for your opinions about sex
discrimenation in the Labor force. The eeconc4 part asks Pr your opinion
about the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. The
information you provide will be used to improve the unit and make it more
usefia and interesting.

#2, & #3)

School: Total Sample (Rounds Al Teacher: N*504

Grade:

Part I

Period: Are you: Male Female

i. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in which you learned
about career opportunities?

missing: (42.6%) 214 1. No
(41.2%) 207 ------2. Yes

2 (0.2%)(16.3%) 82 -----I Not sure

2. In tha first row (question 2a) check the number cooresponding to the highest
level of education acnieved by your father and in the second row (ouestion 2b)
your nether. In the third row (guestion 2c), check the number corresponding

, to the highest level of education that you expect to achieve.

grade some high some college other don
school high school college or graduate college knot

school graduate other high
school train-
ihg

advanced
degree

(1) (2) ( ) (4) (5) (5)

Wssing:
42 (8.2%)

2a. your father

2b. your mother

2c. yourself in
the future

.1101.0
111.01.1.10

41.111...0

10.10.10mor

46
(9.1%)

90
(17.92)

.....
tee

(32.92)
47
(9.3%)

44
(8.7%)

.11.1.100

24

(4.8%)

48
(9.2

:3. Do you plan to marry?

Missing: (22.3%) 62 1. No
22 (2.4255.3%) 430 ------2. Yes

ININININ. www111... =1

If you answered no, please skit to L-4ution.N5.

15 '7
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Missing:
60 (14.9%)

60 (11.9%)

sp (11.9%)

41Z. Z2)

(Total Safflple)

4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate choice foryourself and your spouse.

4a. Do yol expect
to work for
pay before
marriage?

4b. Do ysu expect
to work for
pay after
marriage?

4c. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for
pay before
marriage?

4d. Do you expect
your spouse
to work for
pay after
marriage?

definitely
not

probably
not

probably
not

definitely
yes

(1) (2) . (3) (4)

8 88 348
-0- (1.6%) (27.5%) (69.0%)

111111111WIND
mININwormie

9

(1.8%)
..1111110

Z9

(3.8%)
emonlauWa

38

(7.5%)

120

(23.8%)
a1.

296
(58.7%)

246
(48.8%)

ZZ

(2.2%)

111

149

(29.62)

Impoonnimm ammo...mom ....

20 53 210 265
(10.5%), (22.8T) (52.6%)

OMI all.1111.! =11! 410...nsms

5. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem? (check one)11 (2.2%)
14.0%) 20 1. No, it is not a problem.
(37.7%) 290 -----2. Yes, but it is not too serious.
(41.3%) 208 -3. Yes, it is a serious problem.(24.92) 75 -----4. I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, do men and women have the same opportunity to obtain good, wellpaying jobs?

1. definitely yes
2. probably yes

probably not
definitely net

7. Do you think wo7ren should share ti-c: resnonsibility with men for working forpay to support their household? (cneck one)6 (2.2%)

(26.8%) 235 1. Yes, tke woran su1 lys,ork ft,r rt as well as t'(42.32) 223
tnf: 2!;, 7rIly if t:le.

(24.8%) 125
nrid rt,ds trc

3. !;o, the woman dot:sn': to worn for pay, unless she wants to.( 5.0%) 25 No. the woman snould not woric for pay since her main responsi-
bility is to the househild.

-137- 458

(0.6%)

(11.3%) 57

(34.5%) 274'
(35.9%) 182'
(27.7%) 89



(Total Sample)
Part II

8. The amount of reading in this unit on career options was:
sing:

sr 2.2%)

1. too much( 5.45) 27
(82.8%) 415 -2. about right

3. too little(20.2S) 51

9. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?
8 (1.6%)

(34.9%) 173

(50.82) 252
(1Z. %)

( 3.0%) ZS

1. definitely yes
2. probably yes
3. probably not

-----4. definitely not

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broaaeninq career options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson that best answers eachquestion in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per question.

sf 17.1%)

44 (8.7z)

lesson 01 lesson #2 lesson 03 lesson #4 lesson *5sex stereo- laws pro- labor force wages and choosingWing hibiting participa- the costs occupationssex discrim- tion of of living

10a. Which lesson
did you like
the best?

10b. Which lesson
did you like
the least?

10c. From which
lesson did
you learn
the most?

10d. From which

lesson did
you learn
the least?

87

ination

84
(16.7%)

women'

24

----(4.8%)

eNNOURMINe

209 84

MUNNIMe e

45
98.9%)

69
(23.7s)

!MUNRO..

134

(28.6%)
97

(29.2%)
115

(22.8%)

ONINN.R.
MINIMMIe ..11. RIM

11. What chanqes would'you recomend in the unit? Please us ,. this space for anycomments you mi9nt haie about the unit and/cr sex discrImination.

1.5d
-138-

up



IN-DEPTH INVESTIGATIONS

The data from all three rounds of the field testing were used to

conduct supplementary, in-depth investigations whose purpose was to provide

additional information about the characteristics of the students,

teachers, and schools that did (and did not) benefit from kpancr

Career Horizons. To do this, in-depth analyses were conducted to determine

whether differences in achievement and attitude could be related to level

of schooling, geographic location of schools, demographic characteristics

of schools, students' sex, and/or teachers' sex. In this final section of'

the report, the results of these analyses are presented.

Differences in Performance Pelated to Student' Sex .

The average pretest score for the total field test sample on the 12-

point achievement measure was 6.75 poirits for male students and 6.86 for

female students. This difference in scores was not statistically dif-

ferent, suggesting that students-Of both sexes were equally knowledge-

3ble at the beginning of the course. At the end of the course, the average

posttest ccore on the 12-point parallel achievement measure was 8.06 points

for male students and 8.13 for female students. The differences between the

posttest scores was also not statistically significant, but the pretest-

and posttest gain for each sex group was statistically significant, indicating

that students of different sexes learned equally well'and benefited

from the course. The results of these analyses are reported in Table 16.



Table 16: Relationships 6tOeen

Student's' Sex and Ac)Nevement

Test Type of Student Mean $4ndard Correlations*df t-test
Deviation *Value

4

Signi-
ficance

Male students
Pretest

Female students

222 6.75

279 6.86

1

46

-500 .48. ns

Posttest

Male students.

Female students

220 8.06

227 8.13

2.35

2.43

126 33 ns

Pretest
Male studenti

Posttest

Pretest
Female students

Posttest

220
6.77 2:41 y- .45. 219 7.37

8.11 2.31

6.88 2.41
226

8.13. 2.52

ns to not signifiant
* -Correlations are only-given for dependent t-tests.

4.

IQ
1 -140-

dr'

4

01

.51 225 7.70 t! 4601

fl

-



Although there were no differences in measures of achievement that

were related to students' sex, male and female students did differ in

terms of their attitudes. For example, 93.5% of the male students, but

only 46.3% of the female students answered."definitely yes" to the ques-

tion (SRQ #48) . "Do you expect ot work for pay after marriage?" Similarly,.

87.9% of the female students, compared to ?0.7% of the male students, de-

finitely expect their spouse to work for pay after marriage (SRQ #40).

Also, more female students than male students (85.3% versus 76.2%) per-

ceived sex discrimination in the labor force to be a problem (SRQ

and more female students than male students (33.5% versus 18.3%) believe

that the woman should always work for pay as well as the man. These

patterns were found to be statistically significant when tested with the

Chi-square statistic. However, no significant differences were found

between male and female students' perceptions of how useful the Gurricu-

lum was for students like themselves (SRO 09). The results of the Chi-

square analyses are summarized in Table 17, followed by a copy of the

SRQ with responses tallied by sex.



Table 17: Relationships Between Students' Sex and Attitudes

Chi-Square Test Between
Students' Sex and Attitudes

SRQ 04B- Do you expect to work for pay
'after marriage?

SRQ #40- Do you expect your spouse to
work for pay after marriage?

SRQ #5- Do you think sex discrimination
in the labor force is a serious problem?

SRQ #6- Do men and women have the same
Iopportunity to obtain good, well-ming
jobs?

1

SRO #7- Do you think women should share
the responsibility with men for working
for pay to support their families?

4111

SR019- Do you think this unit is help-
ful for students like yourself?

df

432 114.95 3

435 202.04 3

479 12.21 3

467 7.47 3

484 17.67 3

462 4.12 3

Signifi-
cance

.01

<.01

(.01

. 01

ns



Missing:

Se^ umerenceb

Total Field Test Sample

Student's Reaction Questionnaire

N".
Male % / Female %

This que tionnaire is divided into two parts. The first part asks for
some background information (about yourself) and for your opinions about sex
discrimination in the Labor force. The second part asks fbr your opinion
about the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. The
information you provide will be used to improve the unit and make it more
usefla and interesting.

School: Total Field Test Sample
Teacher: Nsw490

Grade: Period: Are you: 222
Male268

Part I

Female

1. Have you ever taken a class or special career guidance unit in which you learned
about career opportunities?

40.52/44.82 1. No
43.22/38.22 2. Yes
16.2%/26.8% 3. Not sure Missing: 0.0%/0.4%

2. In the first row (question 2a) check the number cooresponding to the highest
level of education achieved by vour father and in the second row (question 2b)
your mother. In the third row (questichlb2c), check the number corresponding
to the highest level of education that yol5 expect to achieve.

grade some high some college
school high scnool college or graduate

school graduate other nigh
school train-
ing

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

2a. your father
111.111.0.ND ONRI.M.1.0 INNIINPM

2b. your mother

8.2%, 2c. yourself in 5.42/ 19.82/ 32.92/ 9.52/
8.6% the future 11.95 25.3% 32.8% 9.3%

%NW

3. Do you plan to marry?

25. 82/9. 72 1. No
82.02/87.7%

.111MMI 41.1111NMIMS

Missing: 2.32/2.6%

If you answered no, please skio to question-

-143-

other 'don'

college know
advanced
degree

(6) (7

OMPOMM

8.

9.

6%
3%

5.

4.

02/
9%

NiMmNINIIN

20. 8%

7. 8%



Missing:

. 1.4.4%/

10.3

8.2%

9.3%

(Total Sample: Sex Differences)

4. For question 4a-4d, check the number of the most appropriate choice foryourself and your spouse.

definitely
not

(1)

probably
not

(2)

probably
not

(3)

definitely
yes

(4)

4a. Do za expect
to work for
pay before 07./ LW , 14.0S/
marriage? 0% 1.9% 21.3% 66.8%

4b. Do au expect
to work for
pay after 2.3%/ 0.5%/ 2.7%/ 78.4%/
marriage? 1.5% 6.3% 41.4% 42.5%

4c. Do you expect
your spouse
to wo7:17TF4 4.1%, 15.3%/ 45.5%1 19.4%!
pay before 0.7%vc 4.1% 46.4% 72.4%
marriage?

411111111111
.P.M110.111. 1101111111=011

4d. Do you expect
your spouse

21. 6%/ 37.4%/ 17.6%/to work for
pay after 0.7% 1. 5% 9.0% 81.0%
marriage? to aommaws

5. Do you think sex discrimination in tne labor force is a problem? (check one)

1. No, it is not a problem.
40.5%/36.2% -----2. Yes, but It is not too serious.32.9%/48.3 -3. Yes, it is a serious problem.
17.6%/U.6% -----4. I'm not sure.

6. At this moment, do men and women have the same opportunity to obtain good, wellpaying jobs?

Miasing: 3. 6%/I. 1%

14.4%/8.2%
35.1%/34. 0%

35. 1%/36. 2%
14. 0/21.3%

1. definitely yes
2. probably yes
3. probably not

-----4. definitely not

Missing: 0.9%/0.4Z

7. Do you think women should share the responsibility with men for working forpay to support their household? (check one)

i8.0%/33.2% 1. Yes, the wcran s:.c,Ild 31--,vs work for 7)?- as well as t.'-7 -r,44.12339.9%
". i'ls 4.:-e. c:"5"' L',:::: -"i 7.;,- ___ .r;y if tne r-f.-nold neods tre r.-7--. Missing: Z.8,/0.7%

1110 28.4%/2Z.Z.% 3. :, the wixnan dotsn't have to work for ray, unless she wants to.7.7%/3.0% 4. No, the woman snould not work flr pay since her main respon..A-bility is to the household.



(Total Sample: Sex Differences)
Part II

8. The amount of reading in this unit on career options was:
8. 0/3.0%
79. 7%/84. 7%

ZO. 4%19. 3%

1.
2.

too much
about right
too little Mtaaing: Z. 4%13. 0%

9. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful for students likeyourself?

SO. 6%138.1%
50. 9%148. 1%
22. 5%/10. 1%
4.1%12.2%

definitely yes
probably yes
probably not
definitely not

Nieeing: 1.8%/Z.5%

10. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options. Giveyour opinion on these lessons by checking the lesson that best answers each
question in 10a-10d. Check just one lesson per question.

kissing:

9. 5%1

8. 2%

10a. Which lesson
did you like
the best?

10b. Which lesson
did you like
the least?

10c. From which
lesson did
you learn
the most?

10d. From which
lesson did
you learn
the least?

lesson 01 lesson 02 lesson 03 lesson #4 lesson 05sex stereo- laws pro- labor force wages and choosingtyping hibiting participa- the costs occupationssex discrim- tion of of living
ination women

10. 8%/
4. 5%1 42.3%1 18.0%115. 3% ie. 0% 4. 9% 41.0% Z6.0%

16.2%/ 24.8%1 17. 6%1 22. 5%/ 9.5%110. 8 29.5% 20. 1% 23. 5% 7.8%

.
=11MMO 1~ ~Oro.

11. What changes would you recommend in the unit? Please use this space for inycomments you might nave about the unit and/or sex discrmination.



Differences in Performance Related to Teachers' Sex

The average pretest score on a 12-point achievement measure for stu-

dents with male teachers was 7.16 points and for students with female

teacherssit was 6.62 points. This 1.54-point differqnce was statistical-

ly significant, indicating that students with male teachers were more

knowledgeable at the beginning. At the conclusion of instruction the

average posttest score on a parallel I2-point achievement test was 8.44

points for students with male teachers and 7.88 for students with female

teachers, and after adjusting the posttest scores for initial pretest

differences, the differences between students with male andefemale tea-

chers were not statistically significant. Finally, the pretest-post-

test gains for students with male and female teachers were statistically

significant, indicating that both groups benefited from the course. 7he

results of these analyses are reported in Table 18.



Table 18: Relationships Between Teachers' Sex

and Students' Achievement

Test Type of Student N Mean Standard
Deviation

Pretest

Students with male
teachers

Students with fe-
male teachers

181

321

7.16

6.62

2.39

2.38

Jest Type of Student N Mean Standard
Deviation

Students with male
teachers

ipPosttest

Students with fe-
male teachers

111,-

188

304

8.44

7.88

2.56

2.27

Test Type of Student N Mean Standard
Deviation

Pretest

Posttest

Students with male
teachers 174

7.09

8.49

2.32

2.49

Pretest

Posttest

6.60 2.38

Students with fe-
male teachers 302

7.89 2.29

-147-

df t-value Significance

501 2.44 c'.01

ANOCOVA
F

Significance

.78 ns

-4.011=.noPlatm=m4...

Correlation df ti-value Significance

.57 173 8.26 C.01

.48

68

301 9.41 e.01



There were several statistically significant relationships be-

tween teachers' sex and their students' attitudes about sex discrimina-

tion and the course. Among them,86.4: of the students with female

teachers, but only 77.4% of the students with male teachers thought that

sex discrimination in the labor force %Is a problem (SRO #5), indicating

that students with female teachers were more aware and possibily sensitive to

sex bias. However, more students with female teachers (61.9%) than with

male teachers (36.4%) stated that men and women have the same opportunity

to obtain good, well-paying jobs (SRQ #6). In view of the first result,

this finding suggests that female teachers might have placed more

emphasis on the course, and in particular, on that part of the course deal-

ing with legislation outlawing sex discrimination. This interpretation is

also supported by the significant Chi-square test between teachers' sex

and SRQ #9, in %tich.41.2% of the students with female teachers compared

to 24.3% of the students with male teachers, responded "definitely yes"

when asked if the course was helpful for students like themselves. The

results of these analyses are summarized in Table 19.

Table 19: Relationships Between Teachers' Sex

and Students' Attitudes

-Chi-Square Test Between Teachers' N df Significance
Sex and Students' Attitudes

SRQ #4B-Do you expect to work for pay
after marriage? 444 3.95 3

SRQ 44D-Do you expect your spouse to
work for pay after marriage? 448 6.82

SRQ #5-Do you think 'sex discrimination
n the labor force is a serious problem? 493 9.32 3 Z.05

.148-169



Table 19, continued

SRQ 416-Do men and women have the same
iiiropportunity to obtain goodo'well-pay-
ing jobs?

SRQ #7-Do you think women should share
the responsibility with men for working
for pay to support their families?

SRQ p9-Do you think this unit is help-
ful for students like yourself?

501 17.40 3

498 3.97 3

496 21.60 3

4.01

ns

<r.01



Differences in Performance Related to Level of Schooling

On the 12-point achievement pretest, the average score was 6.98 points

for high school students, 3.66 points for junior high school students, and

8.65 points for community college students. As could be expected, when

tested using analysis of variance, these mean scores were found to be sta-

tistically significantly different, and that, in particular, junior high

school students were significantly less knowledgeable than the other stu--

dents. The three groups' mean posttest scores of 8.12, 5.61, and 10.14

points respectively, were then adjusted to account for pre-instruction-

differences in knowledge and were compared using analysis of covariance,

and the adjusted mean posttest scores were found to be statistically signi-

ficantly different. Further analysis using Newman-Keuls tests revealed

that junior high students did not learn as much as high school or com-

munity college students; however, all these levels of schooling did make

statistically significant pretest-posttest gains as measured by dependent

t-tests. The resblts of these analyses are presented in Table 20.



Table 20: Relationships Between Level of Schooling

and Students' Achievement

Test Level of Schooling N Mean Standard F-value Significance
Deviation

Jr. High School
Pretest High School*

Community C'llege

401 6.98 2.15
50 3.66 1.84
51 8.65 1.88

77.28 (.01

Test Level of Schooling N Mean Standard ANOCOVA Significance
Deviation F-value

Jr. High School
Posttest High School

Community College

385 8.12
51 6.61

56 10.14

2.22
2.00
1.81

3.24

Test Level of Schooling

Pretest
Jr. High School

Posttest

Pretest
High School

Posttest

1

Pretest

Community College
Posttest

N Mean Standard
Deviation

Correla-
tion

df t-value Signifi-
cance

6.99 2.13
379 378 10.09 (.01

8.13 2.23

3.65 1.84
48 .52 47 7.25 (.01

5.61 2.01

8.64 1.87
49 .48 4g 8.28 (.01

10.14 1.81

H g c oo inc udes secon ary stu ents In ocat ona c oo s



Level of schooling also provided many signifi nt a itude patterns.
,

More junior high school students than high school or commu ity college

students stated that they would not work before marriage, with 14% of the

junior high school students but less than 1% of the other students respond-

ing "definitely no" (SRQ #48). More than 50% of junior high school

students, but less than 25% of the other students, believed that women

should always work for pay just like a man,(SFp 07). However, when asked

if sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem (SRQ #5), over 40%

of the junior high school students said they were unsure of the answer.

Regular and vocational high school students were also in disagreement on

this question with 42.7% of the regular high school students compared to

28.1% of the vocational high school students responding that sex discrimina-

tion-in the labor force is a "serious" problem. Additionally, community

college students were least sure (30.4% responded yes) and junior high school

students were most sure (0.3% responded yes) that men and women have

the same 'opportunity to obtain food, well-paying jobs. Finally, in terms

of students' enjoyment of the couise, junior high school students were

most enthusiastic (98% gave positive responses) and vocational high schnel

students were least enthusiastic (66.6% give positive responses). The

results of the Chi-square tests of relationships between level of schooling

and students' attitudes are presented in Table 21.

/It should be noted that the junior high students were primarily Black
land economically disadvantaged, and most of their mothers were working.



Table 21: Relationships Between Level of khooling

and Students'/Attitudes

Chi-Square Test Between Level 2
of Schooling and Students' Attitudes N

4101

SRQ #48-Do you expect to work for pay
after marriage?

SRQ 040-Do you expect your spouse to
work for pay after marriage?

444

448

SRQ #5-Cce you think sex discrimination
in the labor force is a serious problem?493

SRQ #6-Do men and women have the same
opportunity to obtain good, %fell-
paying jobs? 501

SRQ #7-Do you think women should share
the responsibility with men for work-
ing for pay to support their families? 498

SRO #9-Do you think this unit is help-
ful for students like yourself? 496

X df 1 Significance

39.07 .01.

6.22 9 ns

51.59 9 < .01

40.08 9 <:.01

24.90 9 ,e.01

55.29 9 c.01



;Differences in Performance Related to Region

The average score on the pietest was 6.35 points for students in

northern Illinois, 7.57 points for students in ceniral Illinois, and

6.81 for studelts in southern Illinois. When tested with analysis of

variance, the differences between thi average pretest scores were

found to be statistically iignificant, wittl students in central Illinois

demonstrating a greater degree .of knowledge than students in other re-

gfons of the state. The three groups' average posttest scores were

then compared using analysis of covariance to adjust, for pre-instruction

differences and the groups' posttest scores were found.to be significantly

different. Fvrther analysis using Newmail-Keuls. tests 'revealed that students

in southern Illinois had significantly lower adjuste mttest scores than

did stJdents in central or northervIllinois; however, students in all

three regions did achieve statistically significOt pretest ,to posttest

gains as measured by dependent t-tests. The'results of these analyses

are presented in Table 22.



Table 22: Relationships Between Region and

Students' Achlevement

Test Region N Mean Standard
Deviation

F-value Significance

..i, northern
Pretest central

southern

192
117
193

5.35
7.57
6.81

2.16
2.07
2.68

9.74 <.01

ANOCOVA Significance
F-value

Test Region

i

N Mean Standard
Deviaiton

Ici:T:cn
187 7.65 2.42

i Posttest 118 9.31 2.02 5.21 <.05
southern 187 7.76 2.34

Test Region N Mean Standard
Deviation

Correia- df Dependent
tion t-value

Signifi-
cant

Prete 6.36 2.14
northern 185 .54 184 8.0, ...01

Posttest 7.66 2.40

Pretest 7.50 2.04
central 115 .47 114 15.84 601

Posttest 9.28 2.01

Pretest,

southern 176
6.81 2.66

.53 175 5.14 <.01
Posttest 7.75 2.31
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Only two significant relationships were found ietween
,

the region of the state in which a school was located and students'

attitudes towards sex discrimination and the course. \!ore students in

central Illinois (30.3%) than in northern Illinois (l3!1%) or southern

Illinois (14.7%) stated that men and women-do not have ihe same oppor-

tunity to obtain good, well-paying jobs (SRQ 06). But, 4udents in

southern Illinois were most enthusiastic about the course with 43.1%

indicating that it was definitely helpful for' students like\themselves

31.3% indicating that it was probably useful in comparison t'cl 34.2% and

49.6% of the students in central Illinois and 27.2% and 60.2% of the

students in northern Illinois, respectively. The results of the Chi-

square tests of the relationships between region and stulent attitudes

are found in Table 23.

-156-
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Table 23: Relationships Between Region and Students' Attitudes

Chi-Square Test Between Region 2
and Students' Attitudes N X df Significance

SRQ 046-Do you expect to work for pay
after marriage?

SRQ f4D-Do you expect your spouse to
work for pay after marriage?

Q 05-Do you think sex discrimination
ifl the labor force is a serious problem?

SRO 06-Do men and women have the same
opportunity to obtain good, well-
paying jobs?

SRO 07-Do you think women should share
the responsibility with men for work-
ing for pay to support their families?

SRQ 09-Do you think this unit is help-
ful for students like yourself?

444 11.05 6 ns

448 1.67 6 ns

493 11.68 6 ns

501 21.51 6 .01

498 4.90 6 ns

496 19.09 6 <.01



Differences in Performance Related to Demogrelphy

On the I2-point achievement pretest, students from non-metropolitan

areas achieved an average score of 7.68 points and students in metro-

politan areas achieved an average score of 6.21 points. The difference

between the pretest scoreswas statistically significant, indicating that

students in non-metropolitan areas were more knowledgeable before in-

struction. The post-instruction average scores were 8.51 and 7.80 points

for non-metropolitan and metropolitan students respectively. After adjust-

ing for students' preinstruction status by using analysis of covariance,

the metropolitan students' posttest scores were found to be significantly

greater than the non-metropolitan students'; however, both groups of stu-

dents made significant pretest to posttest gains in learning as measured

by dependent t-tests. The resulis of these analyses, which are presented

in Table 24, both Metropolitan and non-metropolitan students Made signi-

ficant gains in knowledge from pretest to posttest, the greatest gains

were made by metropolitan students, who were initially less knowledgeable

but that non-metropolitan students achieved higher average pretest and

posttest scores.
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Table 24: Relationships Between Demography and Students Attitudes

Test Demography N Mean Standard
Deviation

F-value Significance

Pretest
Non-Metropolitan

14tropo1itan

207

295

7.68

6.21

2.01

2-.46

50.09 <01

Test Demography N Mean Standard
Deviation

ANOCOVA Significance
F-value

Posttest
Non-Metropolitan

Metropolitan

201

291

8.51

7.80

1.91

2.65
6.45 4:.01

Test Demography N Mean Standard
Deviation

Corre- Dependent
lation t-value

Signifi-
cance

Oretest

Posttest

Pretest

Posttest

Non-Metropolitan

Metropolitan

198

283

7.65

8.51

6.24

7.83

1.98

2.45

1.90

2.64

.53 5.53

.49 11.24

<:.01

..01



The relationships of school demography to students' attitudes toward

sex bias and the course were investigated through a series of Chi-

square analyses and it was found that non-metropolitan students were

more sensitive than metropolitan students to the problems of sex discrimin-

aiton. For example, when asked if sex discrimination in the:labor force

is a problem, 49.5% of the non-metropolitan students compared to 37.2% of

the metropolitan students responded "definitely yes" (SRQ f5) and when

asked if men and women have the same opportunity to obtain good, well-

paying jobs, 53.7% of the non-metropolitan students but only 35.0% of

the metropolitan students responded affirmatively. The results of these

analyses are summarized in Table 25.



Table 25: Relationships Between Demography and Students' Attitudes

Chi-Square Test Between Demography 2
and Students' Attitudes N X df Significance

SRQ #4B-Do you expect to work for pay'
after marriage?

SRQ #40-Do you expect your spouse,to
work for pay after marriage?

#5-Do you think sex discrimination
in the labor force is a serious problem?

SRQ #6-Do men and women have the same
opportunity to obtain good, well-
paying jobs?

SRQ #7-Do you think women should share
the responsibility with men for work-
ing for pay to support their families?

SRQ #9-Do you think this unit is help-
ful for students like yourself?

444 3.77 3

448 3.50 3

493 16.78 3

5C1 16.65 3

498 5.90 3

496 2.32 3

401

ns

ns
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Conctsions

The indepth analyses showed that male and female students learned

and enjoyed the course equally well, but that female students tended to

be more sensitIve to the problems of sex discrimination. students with

male and female teachers also learned equally well, but students with fe-

male teachers were more sensitive to sex discrimination and found the course

to be more beneficial. In terms of level of schooling, junior high

school students, who were less khowledgeable than other students prior

to instruction and who did not achieve as great a pretest-to-posttest

gain in knowledge as did high school and comMunity college students,

were the most enthusiastic about tbe course. Vocational high school

students tended to be less concerned with sex discrimination than

their regular high school counterparts. Students in southern Illinois

made a smaller gain in learning am enjoyed the course more than students

central or northern Illinois. In non-metropolitan areasotudents attained

a greater pretest-to-posttest gain and were more aware of the problems

of sex discrimination than in metropolitan areas although on the average,

student; in metropolitan areas attatnedi higher pretest and posttest achieve-
.

ment scores. Lastly, no matter how students were divided, according to

scx, level of schooling, etc., significant gains in learning were achieved.

IBecause all stulents learned as a consequence of their participa-

tion in the course and enjoyed the experience, it may be concluded that

Expanding Career Horizons can he effectively used with male and female

students in all parts of Illinois and at all secondary grade levels,

1 8 3
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Pretest-Posttest

(1) Before the first lesson, divide the total number of students in your

class by 3 in order to get the number of A's, B's and C's you will need for

testing. Thus, if you have 25 students , you would need 9 A's, 8 B's, and

C's. (You could also have 8 A's, 9 B's, and 8 C's. Choose the procedure

that is most efficient.)
-

(2) Mix the tests together in a random way.

(3) From the class roster, place each student's name in the appropriate

space on the tests. This procedure is similar to randomly as:.fgAing tests to
.0

students. You should record each student's name and the pretest letter on the

special form (See attached).

Student's Name Pretest Letter Posttest Letter -

Abel, Alice
Baker, Bob
Coles, Carol
Denver, David

d...._,.........-...........

C

C
8

A
.

I

(4) Immediately Wore the first lesson, distribute the pretests.

(5) Sometime before administering the posttest, assign students a posttest

a d write their names on the appropriate space in the test. This will facilitate

d stributicn of the posttests.

(6) The pc ttests should be distributed immediately at the cunclusion of

the last lesson according to the following plan:

A student who took pi-etest A shovld take posttest B

A student who took pi'-etest B should take posttest C

A student whb took pretint C should take pos test A
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If a student A.QAC) an A pretest, .whes a B postte..

. If a student takes a B.pretest, s/he takes a C.posttest.

If a student takes a C pretest, s/he takes an A posttest.

Teacher's Name:

Class:

Student's Name

11111.1111111.1

11111111111111111111111111.1
1111111.1111111.1111.111

retes orm ossz rorm

.1111111.1111111111111111111

.11.11111

,

MEM.
. IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

.111111111111111.

111111111.11
.aill1111.101
1.111111111.11

1.11.1111.111
. .r

.

.1.11.111111
1

11111.1.111111.1111.111111.1111.111111.11
111.1.1111111111111111111M1111111111111

11111.01.11
11.11111111111

111011111111111

1

.

.

_

.
a



For example:

Student's Name Pretest Letter Posttest Letter

Abel, Alice
Baker, Bob
Coles, Carol
Denver, David

C

A

A
A

II
.,411.

1 7
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Student's ReaTpin Questionnaire

This questionnaire is divided into two4a;ts. The first part asks for
same background information (about yourself) and for your opinions about sex
discrimination in the Labor force. The second part asks for your opinions about
the special unit you've been taking in broadening career options. The information
you provde will be used to improve the unit and make it more useful and intp.cating.

School: Teacher:

Grade Period:a Are you: Male' Female

PART I:

1. Have you evertaken a class or had a special career gUidance unit in whichoyou
learned about career opportunities?

. no

2. yes

3. not sure

er.

In the first row (question 2a) check the number corresponding to the highest
level -of edocation achieved by your father and in the second row (question 2b)
your mother. In the third row (question 2c), check the number correspowiing
bp the highest level of education that you expect to achieve.

2a. your father

2b. your mother

2c. yourself in
the future

grade
school
(1)

Aill

some
high
school
(2)

.1111101..

40.111.411MIMVIII!

high
school
graduate
(3)

aR

some college college
or other high graduate
school trainin

(4)

1111.0,1!

(5)

Do you plan t3 marry?
4

1. no

2. yest

If you answered no, please skip to question #5.

1167-

other
college
advanced
degree
(6)

don't
know

(7)

4$



(

C. For question 4a 4d, check -the number of the Most appropriate choke foryourself and your spouse:

5.

definitely not
(1)

4a. Do you expect
kto workjor p4y
before marriage?

4b. Do Da expect
to work, for
`pay:aftor

4c. Do you expect
your spouse to
work fo l? paii be-
fore matriager-

4d. Do you 'ixpect you
. your spouse to

work fb l. pay
after marritge?'

=1.11...gie

probably not
(2)

Do you think sex tillcrimination in t4e.

. No, it le-11ot a. prol;?1em

itj is not top serious

s a serioutliroblem

41.1110111..141MIIR

probably yes definitely yes
(3) (4)

labor force is a problem?

2. Yes, blit

'

Yes, jt

ndt
1'

6. At this-moment, do h
Nell-paying jobs?

ure .

(Check ,,one)

.4ndFvorpe1I hAg the same opportunity. to .obtain good,

1. definitely yes
I

\2. probably yes

3.- probat,ly not

4. definiteiy not

.

I
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7. Do you think women should share the responsibility with men for working
for pay to support their household? (Check one)

1. Yes, the woman should always work for pay as well as
the man

2. yes, the woman should wJrk for pay, but only if the household
needs the money .

3. No, the woman doesn't have to work for pay unless she wants to

4. No, the woman should not work for pay since her main responsibility
is to the household,

PART II

8. The amount of reading in this unit on career options was

1. too much

2. abourright

3. too little

9. Do you think this unit on career options is helpful for students like
yourself?

1. definitely yes

2. probably yes

3. pr6bably not

4. definitely not

10. There were flve lessons in this unit on broadening career options. Give
your opinion of these lessons by checking the lesson that best answers each
question in 10a - 10d. Check just one lesson per question.

10a. Which lesson
did you like
the best?

10b. Which lesson
did you like
the least?

lesson 01 lesson 02 lesson 03
sex stereo laws pro- labor
typing hibiting force par-

sex dis- ticipation
crimination of women

lesson 04 lesson #5
wages and choosing
the costs occupations
of living
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a

10c. From which
lesson did you
learn the most?

101d. From which

lesson did you
learn the least?

11. What changes would you re:ommend in the unit? Please use this space for
any comments you might have about the unit and/or sex discrimination.

imrompla..1111



leacher's Reaction Questionnaire
re

This questionnaire is designed to solicit your opinionspf the curriculmwunit on broadening career options and your views on sex discrimin4tion. Thisinformation will be used to help reznse the materials and will be held instrictest confidence.

Thank you very much forwur cooperation.

Name
School Sex: M F

For this class: grade period subject area

STUDENT MATERIALS Questions 1-8 deal with the appropriateness of the materialsfor students.

1. The objectives are understandable for my students

-__:infrequently sometimes generally

2. The objectives are appropriate for my students

infrequently sometimes generally

3. The sequence of instruction was easy to follow

infrequently sometimes generally.

4. The amount of reading was appropriate for my students.

infrequently sometimes generally

5. The exercise activities were instructive

infrequently sometimes generally

6. The number of lessons was

too many about right too few

7. The length of the overall unit was

too long about righ too short

192



8. There were five lessons in this unit on broadening career options. Give
your opinion of these lessons by checking the lesson that best answers
the question. Check just one lesson per question.

a. Whidllesson wi.s most
worthwhile for your
students?

b. Which lesson was
least worthwhile for
your students?

_c. Which lesson was most
instructive for your
students?

d. Whict lesson was
least instructive for
your students?

*lesson #1 lesson #2I
sex ster- laws pro-1
eotyping hibiting

sex dis-
crimina-
'Von

at;

lesson #3
labor
force
partici-
pation of
women

11...FIRWO

9. Do you think that this unit was of value for your students?

1. definitely yes

2. probably yes

3. probably not

4. definitely not

lesson #4
weges and
the costs
of living

Ilesson #5
choosing
occupa-
tion

TEACHER MATERIALS Questions 10-13 deal with the appropriateness of the teacher's
materials.

10. The objectives of this unit on broadening career options are clearly stated

infrequently sometimes generally

11. The instructions forthe teacher are clear

infrequently sometimes' generally

12. The instructions for the teacher are comprehensive

infrequently sometimes generally

13. The special hints and information are valuable

infrequently sometimes generally

1 93
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14. Would you recommend this unit to other teachers?

1. definitely yes

2. probably yes

3. probably Kot

4. definitely no1

15. Do you think sex discrimination in the labor force is a problem? (Check one)

1. No, it is not a problem

2. Yes, but it is not too serious

3. Yes, it is a serious problem

4. I'm not sure.

16. In your opinion, at this moment, dcymen and women have the same opportunity
to obtain equally good, well-paying jobs? (Check one)

1. definitely yes

2. probably yes

3. probably not

4. definitely not

17. How frequently have you been involved in each of the following activities.
Check one answer for each question.

a. teach specific
units on career
opportunities

b. give personal
educationa
career couseling

c. regularly give
educational/cat
reer counseljng

d. give educational/
career guidance
tests

a

1. very t2. Nger 3. some- 4. infre-
frequently,quently times .quently

5. very

infrequently



18. What'changes would you recommend in this unitf9.4P1ease use this space for
. any comments you might have about the unit and/or sex discrimination.

.16
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Xour Name

Teacher's Name

School M.1.
Circle one: Male Female

Subject Date

PRETEST

1. Wanted: Salesclerk, for sporting goods department; must be

fami3iar with football and boxing uniforms and equipment;

must be friendly and enjoy working with athletes.

Is the above job descriptioq sex stereotyped?

A. Yes, a female stereotype.

B. Yes, a male stereotype.

C441.4, No, there is no stereotype.

2. Wtlich of the following statements is an example of sex stereo-

typing?

1%._1(.._ Movie stars are temperamental.

B. Scientists are smart.

C. Lawyers are argumentative.

D. Judges are fatherly.

3. According to Title VII, men and women who have :the same job

an0 the same employer must be given all of the following EXCEPT:

A. Special recreational facilities.

B. The same opportunity for promotion.

C. The 'same number of sick leave days.

D. Equal working condi ions.

4. In Jones County, the qualifications for a police officer in-

cludp that the candidate must be over 5'10"; the tandidate

-176-
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: Pretest 2

must weigh more than 150 lbs.; and the capdiciate must have

and IQ of 110.

Since more men fit this description than. women, Jor4s County

did not bother to anterview any femal,q candidates even if

they met the qualifications.

What, if anything, in the above situation it. illegal according

to the current sex discrimination laws like Title VII of the

Civil Rights Att.?

A. There were too many qualifications.

B. An IQ of 110 is not necesiary.

C. Qualified female applicants were not interviewed.

D. Most womezi and some men who weigh 175 lbs. are too fat.

E. There was no illegal sex discrimination.

5. Women ar.p whajc percent of the current labor force?

A. Less than 25%.

B. 25-50%.

C. 51-75%.

D. More than 75%.

G. Which of the Lollowing is 'likely to be the lowest paying job?

A. Secretary 44

B. Foreman"

C. Farmer

D. Truck Driver

Which of the following.job areas is least likely to be occu ied

by a woman?

A. Elementarchool teachers

B. Secretaries

-177-
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Pretest 3

NM 1111111 An.%

f -

As.

C. Dress shop owners

D. Salesclerks

orft.

8. Eva has a college degree in physical science. .After being, a

housewife and not ',1orking for 20 years, Eva wanted a c'areer.

What kind of job is Eva LEAST likely to find?

A. Waitress

B. Salesclerk

C. Jourhalist

D. Secretary

9. Harold and pathy are both well-paid architects. They would

like to siart a family. Which'of the following ways of caring

for their child js likely to cost the MOST amount of money?

A. Harold or Cathy.quits work.

B. Harold and Cathy hire a sitter.

C. Harold's mother takes care of the child in return for

room and board.

D. Harold and Oathy enroll their child in a day care center.
10. Paul owns three dress stores. His wife, JoAnn raises their

family and helps Paul when ne6ded with the bookkeeping. What

are JoAnn's chances of gettkng a job as a professional book-

keeper when her family is grown?

A. Good, JoAnn is probably a good bookkeeper.

B. Poor, JoAnn has never held a "real" bookkeeping job.

C. Good, most employers like women who have worked in their

husband's business.

P. pfor, JotlInn will probably not be able to find a job

clening as a bookkeeper.

-41414i. /99
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Pretest 4

11. Why jp the following question from a career,guidance test NOT,4)

helpful? "Dq, you like to woqk on cars?"

A. The statement is dir_ected towards,girls' experiences.
B. The mitatement is directed towards boys' experiences.

C. There are no problems with this statemeat.

.t)
12. What at-A career guidance tests supposed to"measure?

A. Your job experiences.

B. Your career preferences.

Your knowledge of career oppbrtunities.

Ire
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Your Name

Teacher's- ,Name

- ' 11 -

Circle One: Mairb Female.

Subject .Date

.POSTTEST

4

Kanted: Administrator, must have Masters Degree or equivalent;

business experience desirable but not necessary; must be able

to relate to students.

Is the above job description sex stereotyped?
"AO

A. Yes, a female steteotype.

B. Yes, a male stereotype.

C. No, there is no stereotype..

2. Whielrof the lollowing statements is an example of sex stereo-

typking?

A. Film 'producers 0.re very tempermental.

B. Nurres are motherly.

C.- Plumbers usuall3:, smoke cigars.

D. Mathematieians can solve multiplication problems in theif

'4heads.

3. According to Title VII, men.and women who lave the same job

and the same employer, must be given all of the following EXCEPT:

A. Similar job titles:

B. Egtal amounts of vacation.time.

C. The,same bcncfits.r

D. Day care centers for children.

4 At the Barton Steel Mill, the male typists are paid $4.00 per



Posttest 2

hour and the female typists are paid $3.85 per hour.

What, f anything, in the above situation is illegal according

to current sex discrimination laws like Title VII of the

Civil Right Ant?

A. Men and women do not receive equal pay for the same work.

B. The steel mill undei.pays its typists.

C. The female typist's job is misclassified.

D. The steel mill should not have both males and females as

typists.

E. There is no illegal sex discrimination.

5. Compared to the income of families headed by a man, tlfe income

of families headed by a woman is:

A. Less than one-half the income of a male-headed family.

B. Abouf one-half the income of a male-headed family.

C. The same as the income of a male-headed family.

D: About twice the income of a thale-headed family.

6. Compare the 'wages in the job areas most occupied by men to the

wages in the lob areas most occupied by women.

A. The wages in the job areas most occupied by men are higher.

B. The wages in the job areas most occupied by men and by

women are about tl'e same.

- C. The wages in the job areas most occupied by women are

higher.

D. There are too many different salary levels for men and

women to be able to see a difference.
'11111.

7. Which of the following job areas is least likely to be pccupied

by a man?
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Posttest 3

A. Truc)( drivers

B. Farmers

C. Salesclerks

D. Office Manager

8. Joan quit college to marry Frank. For twelve years Joan did

not work until Frank lost his job. What kind of job is Joan

LEAST likely to find?

A. Taxi driver

B. Salesclerk

C. Bookkeeper

D. Office manager

9. Alice and Steve both have college degrees in computer program-

ming and have worked.for the same company. When they got

married Alice quit her job, but often helped Steve with his

work. After ten years, Alice and Steve are getting a divorce.

Will Alice be able to get a job that pays the same amount of

money as Steve's?

A. Pzobably yes, because it is hard to find female program-

mers.

B. Probably not, because Steve has received salary increases

since Alice quit.

C. ProbablY yes, because Alice has cOntinued to work with

Steve from time to time.

D. Probably not, because most companies do not approve of

divorced women.



Posttest 4

10. As soon as she was graduated from high school, Mary got mar-
/

ried. .While her children were young, Mary used to volunteer

some of her time as a social worker at the City of Mercy.

Which of the following activities is LEAST likely to improve

Mary's chances of finding a full-time job as a social worker

when her family is grown?

A. Going back to school to get a degree in social work.

B. Asking for recommendations from the City of Mercy.

C. Trying to get some work experience as a paid social

worker.

D. Volunteering more time at the City of Mercy.

11. Why is the following question from a career guidance test

NOT helpful? "Do you like to sew your own clothes?"

A. It is directed towards girls' experiences.

B. It is directed towards boys' experiences.

C. There are no problems with this statement.

12. What is the best way to interpret your score on a career

guidance test?

A. You should definitely NOT try for a caredr if you get a

low score in a particular job.

B. You should definitely try for a career if you get a

high score in that area.

C. You should le.: the test suggest careers for which you

are probably suited.
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